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INTRODUCTION!'

It is possible to read Eileen Roddenberry's respondent's and cross-appellant's opening briefs and

lose sight of the truly breathtaking scope of her bottom-line claim here. Having already reaped profit

participation in the original "Star Trek" series to the tune of over $9 million, and standing to reap

millions more over the years, Eileen asserts she is entitled to one-half of .all profits generated by .all

"Star Trek" projects nurtured, developed and produced by Gene Roddenberry in the more than 25 years

since they were divorced-dncluding some payments made directly for Gene's services.

Although there are many reasons Eileen's position is utterly outrageous, one stands out in

particular: The interest Eileen is asserting now was something she effectively bargained away at the

time the 1969 divorce agreement was negotiated. In other words, despite her failure in 1969 to get

Gene to agree that her interest would be one-half of "any income directly or indirectly generated by

'Star Trek,''' she now asserts that that is precisely what she is entitled to.

For obvious reasons, Eileen does not want this Court to consider the undisputed evidence

concerning the negotiations of the 1969 agreement during which Gene refused to agree to the above

provision. Nor does she want this Court to consider any of the other undisputed extrinsic evidence that

establishes beyond rational debate that what the parties allocated to Eileen in 1969 was one-half of

Norway's "profit participation interest" in the original "Star Trek" television series. Toward this end,

Eileen attempts to erect two procedural barriers designed to keep the extrinsic evidence away from this

Court's consideration:

• First she argues that the 1969 agreement is unambiguous on its face, and that therefore no

extrinsic evidence can be considered. But that isn't the law. Our Supreme Court long ago made it clear

that extrinsic evidence relevant to prove a reasonable interpretation of contract language is always fully

admissible. (Pacific Gas & E. Co. v. G. W. Thomas Drayage Etc. Co. (1968) 69 Cal.2d 33, 37.)

1/ As in our opening brief ("AOB"), we employ the following abbreviations: "JA": Joint
Appendix; "RT": Reporter's Transcript; "Gene": Eugene W. Roddenberry; "Eileen": Eileen
Roddenberry; "Majel": Majel Roddenberry; "TNG": "Star Trek: The Next Generation"; "DS9": "Star
Trek: Deep Space Nine."

We abbreviate Eileen's Respondent's Brief/Cross-Appellant's Opening Brief as "RB."
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• Alternatively. Eileen posits a "canon of construction" regarding waiver. claiming that where

contractual waiver of a community property right is the issue. extrinsic evidence may not be consulted.

The suggested principle is not only absurd. there is no authority to support it. Property settlement

agreements are interpreted like all other contracts (i.e .• relevant extrinsic evidence is considered). even

where a waiver is involved. as Eileen's own authority illustrates.

Thus. Eileen's efforts to prevent this Court from considering the extrinsic evidence must fail.

As a fallback. Eileen asserts that if the extrinsic evidence must be considered. there is substantial

evidence to support the issues she won. but no substantial evidence to support those she lost. But once

again, Eileen is wrong on the law; since the extrinsic evidence is undisputed and does not tum on

credibility. it is for this Court to conduct its own independent review of the agreement. in light of the

undisputed evidence. (Appleton v. Waessil (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 551. 556.)

When all the undisputed evidence relevant to determining Eileen's and Gene's intent is

examined--the circumstances and discussions involved in the negotiation of the divorce agreement in

1969, the prior drafts of that agreement. Eileen's conduct for the years preceding this litigation. the

binding admission in Eileen's operative complaint that her interest in "Star Trek" is governed by the

1965 studio contracts, and other evidence-It is very easy to determine what Eileen and Gene meant to

accomplish. All of Norway (including Norway's rights under then-existing contracts to exploit "Star

Trek") was transferred to Gene, with a limited exception-Eileen retained one-half of Norway's profit

participation interest in the original "Star Trek" television series. an interest specifically defined in the

existing studio contracts as being in net proceeds. Eileen's contention that the divorce agreement was

intended to grant her one-half of all profits in all "Star Trek"-related creations. past and future. and in

adjusted gross profits from "TNG" and other future television series, is based on wishful thinking. not

on a reasonable view of the evidence.

Eileen is just as far off base on the punitive damages issue. She insists she is entitled to more

than $900,000 in punitive damages for fraud, but she has yet to show how she suffered one iota of

damage from reliance on Gene's allegedly fraudulent statements to her. rather than as a result of his

breach of the divorce agreement. Her argument that. had she known Gene was withholding profits she

would have hired an attorney and sued earlier is a non-answer; when she .Qill find out. she .dM hire an

2



attorney, and she recovered everything she was owed plus interest. Any delay had no legal effect. Nor

has she established how punitive damages against Norway can possibly be sustained since Gene-who

~ Norway for purposes of all the conduct giving rise to punitive damages-is now deceased.

Eileen's arguments that she is entitled to ten percent interest as well as a portion of the income

Gene earned for post-divorce services are equally flawed. She still has not explained how she can be

owed ten percent interest on damages for breach of the 1969 divorce agreement under a statute which

grants such interest only on damages for breach of agreements entered into after~. And her attempt

to acquire some of Gene's earnings for post-divorce services is not just contrary to the most

fundamental principles of marital property law, it is impossible to reconcile with the parties' repeated

assertions that by the 1969 agreement they intended to make each spouse's post-divorce earnings his

or her own.

Like many of the episodes in the original "Star Trek" series, the story of this lawsuit is an

archetypal one, and it is only the setting which is remarkable. The staggering success of the original

series has made Eileen rich. But that is not enough. She will not be satisfied unless she shares in the

proceeds of all the projects which were created by her ex-husband and his new wife long after the

divorce was final--projects which she had no part in producing and proceeds in which the evidence

overwhelmingly demonstrates there was no intention she should share.

3



LEGAL DISCUSSION

APPELLANTS' REPLY BRIEF

I. DESPITE EILEEN'S PERSISTENT ATIEMPTS TO PREVENT THIS COURT FROM
CONSIDERING THE ABUNDANT AND UNDISPUTED EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE,
FUNDAMENTAL RULES OF CONTRACT INTERPRETATION AND APPELLATE
REVIEW REQUIRE THIS COURT TO EXAMINE ALL THE UNDISPUTED
EVIDENCE-INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC-AND INDEPENDENTLY DETERMINE
THE MEANING OF THE CONTRACT.

A. Extrinsic Evidence Is Admissible To Prove A Meaning To Which The Contract Is
Reasonably Susceptible; Since The 1969 Divorce Agreement Is Reasonably
Susceptible To The Meaning Defendants Attributed To It, The Undisputed Extrinsic
Evidence Supporting That Interpretation Was Properly Admitted.

Eileen argues repeatedly that the 1969 divorce agreement is "unambiguous on its face" and

therefore no extrinsic evidence should be considered to interpret the agreement. (See, e.g., RB 2, 4,

19, 22, 24, fn. 26, 30, 42.) The law, however, is well settled and directly to the contrary:

"The test of admissibility of extrinsic evidence to explain the meaning of a
written instrument is not whether it appears to the court to be plain and unambiguous
on its face, but whether the offered evidence is relevant to prove a meaning to which the
language of the instrument is reasonably susceptible." (Pacific Gas & E. Co. v. G. W.
Thomas Drayage Etc. Co., supra, 69 Ca1.2d 33, 37; accord Garcia v. Truck Ins.
Exchange (1984) 36 Ca1.3d 426, 435.)

This Court recently outlined the two steps involved in determining the admissibility of extrinsic

evidence to interpret a contract:

"The first is to review the proffered material regarding the parties' intent to see if the
language is 'reasonably susceptible' of the interpretation urged by a party. [Citation.]
If that question is decided in the affirmative, the extrinsic evidence is then admitted to
aid in the second step, which involves actually interpreting the contract." (Appleton v.
Waessil (1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 551, 554.)

As this Court explained, "[E] ven if the trial court personally finds the document not to be

ambiguous, it should preliminarily consider all credible evidence to ascertain the intent of the parties. "

eM. at 555.) Here, of course, the trial court found that the divorce agreement was "unclear" and that

extrinsic evidence "must be reviewed in order to make an intelligible decision." (JA 698, 696; RT

238.)
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Under the applicable rules then, extrinsic evidence was properly considered and admitted to

determine what Eileen and Gene Roddenberry meant by the critical language in paragraphs 7(c) and S(c)

of their 1969 divorce agreement." Without a doubt, the phrases "profit participation interest in 'Star

Trek'" and "future profit participation income from 'Star-Trek'" were at least reasonably susceptible

to the interpretation defendants asserted, i.e., that the term "Star-Trek" meant the completed television

series (the only "Star-Trek" in existence in 1969) and that the term "profit participation" meant the

same thing as in the existing Norway/Desilu (paramount) contracts ("the 1965 Contract")--an interest

in net profits generated by "any series produced in accordance with this agreement." (JA 960.)

Since the language of paragraphs 7(c) and S(c) is reasonably susceptible to the meaning asserted

by defendants, extrinsic evidence was properly reviewed and admitted.

B. Divorce Agreements Are Treated No Differently From Any Other Contract; The
Usual Rules Of Interpretation Apply-Including Giving Due Consideration To
Extrinsic Evidence.

As demonstrated in our opening brief, a stipulated judgment of divorce incorporating a property

settlement agreement is interpreted like any other contract. (AOB 22.) This Court has explained:

"[Ljike any other contract which requires interpretation to ascertain the intent of the parties, [a property

settlement] agreement ... may require the resort to extrinsic evidence to determine the true intent of

the parties." (Emanuel v. Emanuel (1975) 50 Cal.App.3d 56, 59, citing Pacific Gas & E. Co. v. G.

W. Thomas Drayage Etc. Co., supra, 69 Cal.2d 33.~'

2.1 In paragraph 7(c), Eileen transferred to Gene her "interest, if any, in Norway Corporation,
excluding any profit participation interest in 'Star-Trek'." In paragraph 8(c), Gene transferred to Eileen
"a one-half interest in all future profit participation income from 'Star-Trek' to which [Eileen] andlor
[Gene] are entitled." (1A 1038-1039.)

3.1 This principle is so well established it is not open to serious debate. (See, e.g, Tuttle v, Tuttle
(1952) 38 Cal.2d 419, 422 [duty of trial court to consult extrinsic evidence to determine meaning of
phrase" 'support and maintenance'" in divorce decree]; In re Marriage of Hasso (1991) 229 Cal.App.3d
1174, 1181 [phrase "'Approved As To Form'" in property settlement agreement "raised an ambiguity
I • • which the trial court was entitled to resolve by considering not only the words used in the
document, but the circumstances surrounding its execution"]; In re Marriage of Trearse (1987) 195
Cal.App.3d 1189, 1192 [dispute over meaning of "'retirement pay'''; "It has long been established that
extrinsic evidence is admissible to prove what the parties intended by ambiguous language appearing

(continued...)
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Eileen completely ignores this settled body of law. Instead, she argues that if a divorce

agreement contains an ambiguity, that ambiguity must, as a matter of law, be resolved against any

"waiver" of a community property interest, citing a number of cases supposedly in support of this so-

called "canon of construction." (RB 23-24, 41-42.) These cases stand for no such general proposition,

and they plainly do not apply to the facts here.

In the first place, the concept of waiver is not truly applicable in this setting. "Waiver" is

commonly defmed as "the intentional relinquishment of a known right." an re Marriage of Damico

(1994) 7 CalAth 673, 681.) Thus, the question of whether a waiver occurred normally involves

determining whether some discrete right has been unilaterally ceded. Certainly that was the issue in

each of the cases relied upon by Eileen. (In re Marriage of Vomacka (1984) 36 Ca1.3d 459, 462-466,

469 [provision purporting to give up spousal support after a date certain did not constitute a waiver];

Huddleson v. Huddleson (1986) 187 Cal.App.3d 1564, 1572 [failure to mention husband's pension

benefits in settlement agreement was not a waiver since neither party knew it was a community asset

which could be divided]; In re Marriage of Moore (1980) 113 Cal.App.3d 22, 28-31 [express waiver

of husband's retirement benefits by wife who was unrepresented by counsel and had an inadequate

command of English, resulting in grossly inequitable division of community property, was not knowing;

provision purporting to give up spousal support at a date certain did not constitute waiver]; Estate of

Smith (1966) 241 Cal.App.2d 205, 208 [provision giving up "all claims" included waiver of right to

inherit].) By contrast, the situation here involves parties completely aware of a particular community

asset (Norway) who, with the assistance of counsel, intended to--and did--dispose of it completely in

their divorce agreement, and the only question is how they intended to divide it when they used

language that is reasonably susceptible of more than one meaning. Issues of-this sort are analyzed like

3./(. ..continued)
in a marital settlement agreement incorporated and merged in a judgment of divorce or marital
dissolution"]; In re Marriage of Paul (1985) 173 CaI.App.3d 913, 917 [dispute over meaning of "'net
eamings'"; where "a term of the judgment for dissolution is ambiguous and susceptible of more than
one reasonable interpretation, the trial court is in error for failing to entertain extrinsic evidence in an
effort to resolve the ambiguity"]; Steele v. Langmuir (1976) 65 Cal.App.3d 459, 463 [trial court
prejudicially erred in rejecting extrinsic evidence to resolve ambiguity of phrase '''until death'" in
dissolution judgment].)
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any other contract interpretation issue, not in terms of a "waiver." (Flynn v. Flynn (1954) 42 Ca1.2d

55, 60; In re Marriage of Trearse,~, 195 Cal.App.3d at 1192.)

The second basic flaw in Eileen's argument is the wholly unsupported assumption that even if

her "canon of construction" involving waiver in marital settlement agreements were relevant, it would

preclude the admission of extrinsic evidence. (RB 23.) In fact, Eileen has it precisely backwards.

Courts generally resort to specific canons of construction only where there is !lQ extrinsic evidence of

intent to resolve an ambiguity. (Mitchell v. Exhibition Foods. Inc. (1986) 184 Cal.App.3d 1033, 1042

1043; cf. In re Marriage of Bouguet (1976) 16 Cal.3d 583, 587.) Where, as here, there is abundant,

undisputed evidence of intent, that evidence takes precedence over any so-called "canon of

construction. "

Moreover, the concept of "waiver" is particularly suited to an evidentiary examination. "All

case law on the subject of waiver is unequivocal: Waiver always rests upon intent," and intent is

determined by resort to evidence; where relevant, extrinsic evidence is examined to determine intent.

CDRGfBeverly Hills. Ltd. v. Chopstix Dim Sum Cafe & Takeout III. Ltd. (1994) 30 Cal.AppAth 54,

60 [interior quotation marks omitted]; City of Ukiah v. Fones (1966) 64 Ca1.2d 104, 107-108.) Indeed,

the very cases Eileen purports to rely on themselves examine extrinsic evidence to determine if a waiver

was intended. (In re Marriage of Moore, supra, 113 Cal.App.3d at 27 [court examined extrinsic

evidence to decide whether there was a knowing waiver]; Huddleson v. Huddleson, supra, 187

Cal.App.3d at 1572 [court examined extrinsic evidence, including parties' testimony and conduct at time

of dissolution, to determine whether failure to mention asset at all constituted a waiver].) Thus, even

if, somehow, cases involving waiver or silence applied here, the result would be the same-relevant

extrinsic evidence must be considered to determine the parties' intent.

The final fundamental flaw in Eileen's argument is her fall-back position that even if extrinsic

evidence is consulted, it "supports the finding there is no waiver as a matter of law." (RB 24, fn. 26.)

We address the specific evidentiary points below (pp. 22-24). Suffice it to say here that even if the

concept of waiver were relevant, the evidence overwhelmingly demonstrates that Eileen made a clear,

explicit and knowing "waiver" of her community interest in Norway, except for half of Norway's net

profit participation interest in the original "Star Trek" television series.
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C. Where, As Here, The Interpretation or An Agreement Does Not Turn On The
Credibility or Extrinsic Evidence, Its Construction Is A Question Of Law For The
Appellate Court's Independent Review.

The applicable principles of appellate review concerning the interpretation of written agreements

are well settled:

"[Ilt is 'a judicial function to interpret a written instrument unless the interpretation turns
upon the credibility of extrinsic evidence.' The possibility that conflicting inferences can
be drawn from uncontroverted evidence does not relieve the appellate court of its duty
independently to interpret the instrument; it is only when the issue turns upon the
credibility of extrinsic evidence, or requires resolution of a conflict in that evidence, that
the trial court determination is binding." (Estate of Dodge (1971) 6 Cal.3d 311, 318,
citing Parsons v. Bristol Development Co. (1965) 62 Cal.2d 861.)

If, upon interpreting the writing, "the appellate court determines that the trial court's interpretation is

in error, it may not uphold the judgment merely because the trial court's error was reasonable." (Estate

of Dodge, supra, 6 Ca1.3d at 318, fn. 4.)

The substantial evidence rule does not apply in this circumstance. As this Court recently

explained, that rule is applicable only "[ijf the parol evidence is in conflict, requiring the resolution of

credibility issues. . . . However, where ... the extrinsic evidence is not in conflict, construction of

the agreement is a question of law for our independent review." (Appleton v. Waessil, .£Ylllil, 27

Cal.App.4th at 556.)

Here, the question of what the parties intended by the language used in their divorce agreement

does not turn on conflicting evidence or credibility issues.f Rather, it turns on undisputed extrinsic

evidence from which the parties urged conflicting inferences be drawn. Therefore, the proper

interpretation of the agreement is a question of law for this Court's independent review."

~/ Indeed, the two credibility issues specifically addressed by the trial court were determined
against Eileen. (JA 700, 1 39 [court disbelieved Eileen's testimony that she was unaware of the
animated series until this litigation]; JA 698-699,1 34 [court accepted Maizlish's explanation why the
"30 percent" reference was dropped from the final decree].) As to those determinations, this Court is
bound. (Taylor-Rush v. Multitech Com. (1990) 217 Cal.App.3d 103, 110 [trial court's findings on
credibility of witnesses are conclusive].)

~/ Eileen is not only mistaken about the appellate standard of review, but she violates one of the
most fundamental principles governing that review. Her "Counterstatement of the Facts" contains an

(continued...)
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II. EILEEN'S "LITERARY PROPERTY" THEORY CONCERNING INTERPRETATION
OF THE DIVORCE AGREEMENT IS LEGALLY AND FACTUALLY
INSUPPORTABLE.

As explained above, Eileen's various theories to avoid the extrinsic evidence in this case are

baseless, and a proper interpretation of the divorce agreement requires consideration of all the evidence.

In the next section (lID, we demonstrate that the evidence shows overwhelmingly that in 1969, Eileen

and Gene intended to transfer all of Norway to Gene, except for a net profit participation interest in the

completed "Star Trek" television series, which Eileen retained. We also demonstrate that Eileen's

various attempts to explain away the evidence are patently meritless.

But before we launch into a thorough discussion of the evidence, we address a threshold issue-

the utter bankruptcy of Eileen's "literary property" theory of the case and how it collapses in the face

of the law, the divorce agreement itself, and a single piece of undisputed evidence concerning the

negotiations over the final language of the divorce agreement.

A. Eileen's Current View That She Retained An Interest In The "Star Trek" "Literary
Property," And That "Literary Property" As A Matter Of Law Includes Every
Possible Exploitation Of The Idea Of "Star Trek," Is Utterly Untenable.

Eileen argues that the critical contract language is reasonably susceptible to only one

interpretation--hers. She glibly contends that (1) the term "Star-Trek" in paragraphs 7(c) and 8(c) is

"defined" in paragraph 10 as a "literary property" (see, e.g., RB 2), and that (2) as a matter of law,

"literary property" necessarily includes "animations, motion pictures, merchandising and other

exploitations" (see, e.g., RB 4; see also RB 19-22). Therefore, she concludes with a straight face, she

is entitled to half of everything even tangentially connected to "Star Trek" because the divorce

'J./(...continued)
entire section devoted to financial material wholly outside the record, material she admits was not
available "until after the close of the evidence below," and thus is not remotely relevant to any issue
in the appeal or cross-appeal. (RB 15-16.) The only purpose in bringing these improper matters before
the Court is to attempt to elicit sympathy for Eileen because, "Thus far, she has received only 13.8
million" (RB 16)--based on an agreement she made long ago which was not expected to yield even a
tiny fraction of that sum. Eileen's abject flouting of this Court's rules should not be countenanced.
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agreement assigned her an "interest in the entire 'Star Trek' literary property, including an interest in

the profits from any exploitation of it, whether past, present or future." (RB 20.)§!

Both premises of Eileen's argument are wrong. First, by its own terms, the "Star-Trek" of

paragraph 10 is not clearly identified as a "literary property," but rather as one of a "laundry list" of

"literary properties, concepts reduced to writing, contracts, commitments and written submissions .... "

(RT 605.)

But accepting Eileen's premise that the "Star-Trek" of paragraphs 7 and 8 refers to a "literary

property" simply begs the question. Indeed, Eileen's most misguided assumption is that the term

"literary property" itself needs no interpretation and has a single unambiguous meaning. (RB 20, fn.

19.) On the contrary, our Supreme Court has acknowledged that the term has no precise definition

good for all purposes: "'Literary property' is a general term which is used either to describe the

interest of an author ... in his works (whether before or after publication or before or after copyright

has been secured) or to denote the corporeal property in which an intellectual production is embodied.

[Citations.]." CDesny v. Wilder (1956) 46 CaL2d 715, 740; emphases added.) Still other definitions

are found in other decisions, including one cited by Eileen, Carpenter Foundation v. Oakes (1972) 26

Cal.App.3d 784, 794 ["A 'literary property' right is 'the exclusive right of the owner to possess, use

and dispose of intellectual productions [citations]... .']." (RB 20, fn. 19.}Z!

Q/ Eileen's concept of what is unambiguous about the contract has undergone a remarkable
transformation. At trial, she contended that the broad rights she claimed stemmed, not from the term
"literary property" in paragraph 10, but from the terms "contracts" and "concepts" in that paragraph.
As her counsel told the trial judge in no uncertain terms, ..[T]here is only one interpretation that can
be given to Star Trek, one and one only, ... and that is that Star Trek as defined and identified ...
in paragraph 10 means the contracts and the concepts of Star Trek...." (RT 235; 232 ["Star Trek
means the contracts and the concepts as referred to in paragraph 10.... "]; JA 604 ["because
Paragraph 10 identifies 'Star Trek' as the 'concepts reduced to writing,' the 'commitments' and the
'contracts,' it unmistakably confirms that ... the term 'Star Trek' means the complete bundle of rights
.... "]; all emphases added.)

Apparently the meaning of "literary property" did not become unambiguous to Eileen until later,
when her new counsel realized that the "contracts" and "concepts" relating to "Star Trek" in 1969
could not possibly afford her the broad interest she seeks.

1/ Eileen also cites Simplicity Pattern Co. v. State Bd. of Egualization (1980) 27 Ca1.3d 900, 906,
for the proposition that a "literary property exists regardless of the form to which that type of property
is reduced." (RB 20, fn. 19.) But Simplicity Pattern Co. does not even use the term "literary
property," let alone stand for the proposition Eileen claims.
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However, none of these definitions is the one Eileen employs. She equates the term "literary

property" with an idea, asserting that the "creation of the 'Star Trek' literary property" took place

during Gene's marriage to Eileen, when, on a family camping trip, Gene "developed the idea about

space exploration" and chose the name "Star Trek" "for this idea." (RB 4-5.~1 Eileen's view is

directly contrary to settled law; there can be no literary property in an idea. CDesny v. Wilder,~,

46 Cal.2d at 732; Mann v. Columbia Pictures. Inc. (1982) 128 Cal.App.3d 628, 633 ["'The idea alone,

the bare, undeveloped story situation or theme'" is not literary property].)

Defining "Star Trek" as a "literary property" does not serve to illuminate the divorce

agreement, it just adds another layer of ambiguity requiring clarification by extrinsic evidence. Eileen's

unsupported assumption that "the literary property known as 'Star Trek'" (RB 1) includes, as a matter

of law, every exploitation of the "Star Trek" idea is simply wrong.

Finally, even accepting Eileen's factually and legally unsupportable assertions that "Star Trek"

refers to a "literary property" and that the "Star Trek" "literary property" was subject to division upon

divorce, nothing in the divorce agreement or elsewhere supports Eileen claim that she retained an

"interest in the entire 'Star Trek' literary property." (RB 20.) That conclusion is impossible, given

the interplay of paragraphs 10, 13 and 7 of the divorce agreement.

As noted above, paragraph 10 simply listed the "literary properties, concepts reduced to writing,

contracts, commitments and written submissions" (including "Star-Trek") which constituted a portion

of the parties' community property. Paragraph 10 did not provide how they were to be divided;

paragraphs 13 and 7(c) did that. Paragraph 13 stated that, except as to "Star-Trek." if a Paragraph 10

item were sold for over $2000, Eileen would receive $1000; by implication, Gene would retain all

amounts in excess of $1000 and any other consideration realized from the sale. (RT 926-928.) As for

"Star-Trek," paragraph 7(c) stated that Eileen retained a "profit participation interest in 'Star-Trek"';

Gene received all the rest of the bundle of rights that was "Star-Trek," by virtue of the provision giving

him the bulk of Norway, of which "Star-Trek" was one asset. (RT 1220-1221.) Thus the divorce

,8/ Eileen introduced no evidence at trial to support her interpretation of the term "literary
property"; as noted (fn. 6, above), this was not her theory at trial.
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decree employed a consistent pattern in dividing up the parties' entertainment-related community

property-carving out a limited, defined, interest for Eileen, and giving Gene the rest of the item.

Thus, if "Star Trek" were clearly identified in paragraph 10 as a "literary property" (it was

not), and if the "Star Trek" "literary property" as broadly defined by Eileen were divisible upon

divorce (it was not), the bulk of it was transferred to Gene. What Eileen retained was a "profit

participation interest" in "Star Trek," which other extrinsic evidence establishes meant a specific interest

in net proceeds from the original television series.

Eileen's "literary property" theory is legally and factually unsupportable. Her sweeping claim

that the divorce agreement granted her an "interest in the entire 'Star Trek' literary property, including

an interest in the profits from any exploitation of it, whether past, present or future" (RB 20) is entirely

bogus.

B. Eileen's All-Encompassing Claim To A Right To Profits Associated With "Star
Trek" Is An Impermissible Attempt To Rewrite The Divorce Agreement To Achieve
Today What She Failed To Achieve In 1969.

Perhaps the most significant single piece of evidence refuting Eileen's current broad claim to

one-half of all income associated with "Star-Trek" is the parties' express rejection of contractual

language which was aimed at accomplishing that purpose. Eileen utterly flouts the rule that in the guise

of construing a contract, provisions may not be inserted that the parties purposely omitted. (Purity

Stores. Ltd. v. Linda Mar Shopping Center. Inc. (1960) 177 CaI.App.2d 568, 574; cf. Rich v. State

Board of Optometry (1965) 235 CaI.App.2d 591, 607 ["The rejection by the Legislature of a specific

provision contained in an act as originally introduced is most persuasive to the conclusion that the act

should not be construed to include the omitted provision"].)

A rough draft of paragraph 7(c) of the divorce agreement, prepared by Eileen's lawyer, stated

Eileen transferred to Gene her "interest, if any, in Norway Corporation, excluding any interest in

'STAR-TREK,' or any income directly or indirectly generated by 'STAR-TREK'. whether in the form

of royalties. re-run fees. profit participation. or otherwise." (JA 995-996, 699-700; RT 1048-1050;

emphasis added.) After some negotiation, the parties rejected such a broad exclusion from the grant

of Norway to Gene and carved out a far narrower interest for Eileen--"any profit participation interest
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in "Star-Trek. "2' Thus, they crossed out the language underlined above and added the term "profit

participation" before the second "interest,,:.!!!1

7.

Eileen explains her explicit repudiation of the crossed-out language with the curious statement

that the language "merely affected the categories of 'Star Trek' income Eileen would have received

(i.e., royalties, rerun fees, etc.)" and therefore provides "no guidance" on the interpretation of the

agreement. (RB 28, 45.) This is doublespeak, for it is those verY "categories of 'Star Trek' income"

(inducting the "or otherwise" catchall) that Eileen has insisted were granted her under the divorce

agreement.!!! Moreover, Eileen utterly fails to address the deletion of the crucial phrase, "any income

directly or indirectly generated by 'STAR-TREK.'" By relinquishing all income "directly or indirectly"

21 There was considerable evidence--most of it elicited by Eileen--that in exchange for substituting
the new language for the old, Gene agreed to relinquish his claims to the couple's jewelry and to pay
substantial alimony. (RT 1196-1200.) Contrary to Eileen's assertion (RB 6, fn. 2), the trial court did
not refuse to admit this evidence; it simply limited it as a "collateral" matter. (RT 1639,1640 ["We're
not here to retry the divorce case again" J.)

101 We have enlarged and enhanced the original handwritten exhibit to make it more legible. There
is no dispute as to what it said. "11''' refers to Eileen and "D" to Gene.

ill Offering no explanation, Eileen has quietly abandoned on appeal her claim to royalties, which
she steadfastly demanded throughout this litigation. (RB 15, fn. 11; 29, fn. 30.) This appellate
strategy, however, cannot change Eileen's fundamental theory, i.e., that the divorce agreement granted
her an interest in "the complete bundle of rights associated with the underlying 'Star Trek' concept."
(JA 604; see also RT 1561, 1564,5188-5192 [including re-run or royalty fees].)
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generated by "Star Trek," and accepting only "profit participation" in "Star Trek," Eileen gave up any

colorable claim to profits from future "Star Trek" exploitations. It is only by ignoring this critical

phrase that Eileen can assert that the fmal version of paragraph S(c) somehow means the same thing as

the rejected version. (RB 44-45.)

The gist of Eileen's theory in this litigation is that she is entitled to all "income" or "profits"

directly or indirectly generated by "Star Trek." (See, e.g., RB 29 [it "has always been Eileen's

position" that she "was to participate in all income from 'Star Trek' except income for post-divorce

services by Gene"]; RB 7, fn. 3 ["What Eileen wanted was to continue to share with Gene m:!Y profits

resulting from the 'Star Trek' literary property that had been created during their marriage"].) But that

is effectively the division of property the parties rejected in 1969. Eileen's interest was carefully

circumscribed to "profit participation," a term which had a specific meaning to the parties and their

lawyers in 1969, i.e., an interest in net proceeds in the original "Star Trek" television series. (See

below, p. 15.) Eileen should not be permitted to rewrite the marital settlement agreement to achieve

today a division of property she was unable to persuade Gene to accept almost thirty years ago.

III. THE EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE POINTS TO A SINGLE CONCLUSION: THE PARTIES
INTENDED TO TRANSFER ALL OF NORWAY (INCLUDING ITS RIGHT, IF ANY,
TO EXPLOIT "STAR TREK") TO GENE, EXCEPT FOR EILEEN'S RETENTION OF
A NET PROFIT PARTICIPATION INTEREST IN THE COMPLETED "STAR TREK"
TELEVISION SERIES.

A. Undisputed Evidence Supports The Conclusion That Eileen Retained Only A Profit
Participation Interest In The Completed Series.

The rejection of language in the rough draft that would have strengthened Eileen's claim to

broad "Star Trek" proceeds (see above, pp. 12-14) is only one of several items of extrinsic evidence

demonstrating indisputably that (1) Eileen retained a limited interest only, and (2) that interest was in

the original television series only. While each piece of evidence is persuasive in itself, the cumulative

effect of the entire body of undisputed evidence is overwhelming. We demonstrate.
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1. The 1965 Contract.

As explained in our opening brief, it was the 1965 Contract between Norway and Desilu that

defmed those two parties' respective interests in "Star Trek" as they existed at the time of the divorce

agreement in 1969. Eileen concedes that "[a]t the time of the divorce negotiations, the parties and their

advisors had copies of the 1965 Contract which set forth the marital community's rights in further

exploitations." (RB 26.) Thus, the 1965 Contract embodied Eileen's and Gene's understanding of

Norway's interest in "Star Trek" in 1969, and formed part of the "circumstances that reveal the sense"

in which Gene and Eileen used the words they did in their divorce agreement-circumstances properly

considered to shed light on the interpretation of the agreement. (Pacific Gas & E. Co. v. G. W.

Thomas Drayage Etc. Co., ~, 69 Cal.2d at 38-39.) Any interpretation of the 1969 property

settlement must be informed by the terms of the 1965 Contract.

In the 1965 Contract, Norway agreed to provide Gene's services to write and produce three

scripts, including "[a] new 'STAR TREK' pilot script of one hour in length" and any resulting series.

(JA 952, 956.) Under the heading "Profit Participation," Norway and Paramount agreed to split profits

50150 "[o]n any series produced in accordance with this agreement" (JA 960), and agreed that

Norway's interest was in "profit participation." (JA 985.) The term "profit participation" was

specifically defined as a net interest in the series produced under the 1965 Contract. Of course, "profit

participation"--not "income, '" not "profits, " not "gross profits"--was the same term used by Eileen and

Gene in the 1969 agreement to describe the interest in "Star Trek" which they agreed to split. The use

of this precise (and unusual) phraseology is strong evidence that the interest reserved to Eileen under

the 1969 agreement was the interest referred to in the 1965 Contract as "profit participation."

Throughout her brief, Eileen uses the terms "profits" or "income" to suggest she received

something other than a net "profit participation interest," as specified in the 1965 Contract. (E.g., RB

19, 29.) But the parties chose the term "profit participation"--even though they clearly knew that

alternatives were available, as evidenced by the fact that they expressly rejected use of the bare term

"income. '" (See above, p. 13.) While Norway did have "an ownership interest in the programs"

pursuant to the 1965 Contract, that interest went to Gene, as the trial court found. (JA 806, 984.)

What Eileen retained was an interest in Norway's other interest in "Star Trek"--profit participation.
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2. Eileen's lawyer's declaration.

Another significant piece of evidence was the 1970 declaration of Eileen's attorney, Jerome

Edelman, stating unequivocally that the parties intended Eileen to participate in half the income from

"Star Trek so long as that income was earned on account of services already performed as distinguished

from income for services to be performed. . . ." (AOB 26.)

In response, Eileen baldly states this has "always" been her position. (RB 28-29.)!l' In a

tortured attempt to reconcile her lawyer's declaration with her present claim to vast "Star Trek" income,

Eileen asserts-with no citation to the record-that the entire "Star Trek" "literary property was created

by Gene's ~-divorce services." (RB 29.) Of course, this assertion depends upon Eileen's nonsensical

"literary property" argument. (See above, pp. 10-11.) Moreover, to say that movies, future television

series and merchandising that did not come into being until decades after the divorce were "created by

Gene's pre-divorce services" is to twist plain language--not to mention Gene's efforts in promoting,

developing and producing those exploitations--beyond all reason.

Edelman's meaning was clear. Eileen's profit participation interest in "Star Trek" was intended

to be limited to the only "Star Trek" property on which services had already been performed at the time

of the divorce--the original "Star Trek" series.

12/ Yet her testimony with respect to post-divorce income was radically different at trial.
"Q: If after the divorce Mr. Roddenberry functioned as executive consultant on a Star Trek

movie ... and ... receive[d] $1 million for his personal services ... [i]s it your belief that you are
entitled to half of that million dollars?

"A: Yes.
"Q: And Mrs. Roddenberry, is it also part of your claim and your belief that you are entitled

to one-half of any rerun fees paid with respect to any Star Trek project . . . after the divorce?
"A: Yes.
"Q: [1]t's in fact true.. . that the only thing that Mr. Roddenberry has done relating to Star

Trek that you do not claim a financial interest in is his lectures?
"A: Yes." (RT 1560-1561.)
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3. The description of Eileen's interest as half of 30 percent.

At the time of the divorce, the parties and their counsel believed Norway's profit participation

interest in the original "Star Trek" series was 30 percent, and, in their oral stipulated agreement, they

used that figure to describe Eileen's half share. This usage provided strong evidence that by "Star

Trek" the parties meant the original series only-the only form of "Star Trek" to which the figure had

meaning. Subsequently counsel learned Norway's interest was somewhat less than 30 percent, and that

was the only reason that the specific figure was dropped from the final decree. (AOB 24, 6, fn. 6.)

Eileen glibly responds that the 30 percent figure is not indicative of the parties' intent because

it was excluded from the final decree, and therefore, its abandonment "should compel the conclusion

'Star Trek' does not refer only to the Original Series." (RB 45, 27-28.) But Eileen utterly ignores the

reason for the omission--a reason the trial court expressly accepted. (See above, p. 8, fn. 4.) The

specific percentage was excluded simply to be accurate, and not because the parties intended any

deviation from the meaning of their oral stipulation that "Star Trek" did indeed refer only to the original

series.

Eileen's second attempt to explain away the 30 percent reference is even feebler; indeed, it

powerfully reinforces defendants' argument. She states: "[T)he parties could not have known in 1969

whether the profit percentage figure applicable to a television continuation of 'Star Trek' would be 30%

or some other figure. As it turned out, the continuing television exploitations of 'Star Trek' were

produced after 1986 when the popularity of the 'Star Trek' literary property commanded much better

profit terms. Thus, 30%, the only figure then known for any 'Star Trek' television series, was used

to describe the equal division of profits." (RB 28.)

That is precisely the point. The parties indeed "could not have known" what profit percentage

would apply to any future television series; consequently, their deliberate use of the 30 percent figure

evidences their intent that Eileen's interest should extend only to the then-existing series, for which the

percentages were known, not to unknown future series having unknown profit participation percentages.
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4. Discussions during negotiation of the divorce agreement.

The evidence was uncontradicted that during the protracted and detailed negotiations over the

terms of the divorce agreement, the Q!llx "profit participation" interest discussed by the parties, their

attorneys and their accountants was that in the existing "Star Trek" television series. As Eileen's own

accountant testified, everyone agreed that Gene's future work and creations were "to be all retained by

Gene." (AOB 24-25, 5.) This evidence is virtually conclusive proof that in the agreement that resulted

from these negotiations, the phrase "profit participation in 'Star Trek'" was intended to refer to profit

participation in the original series--the only "Star Trek" discussed.

Eileen responds to this compelling evidence with a startling non sequitur. She concedes that

television "continuations" were not discussed "because, at that time, the Original Series had just been

cancelled." Therefore, she concludes, "continuations" were not meant to be excluded. (RB 28.) But

the conclusion does not follow from the premise. Since, as mentioned above, the only "profit

participation in 'Star Trek'" under discussion was the profit participation in the existing series, and the

parties understood that the proceeds from all of Gene's future work and creations were to be retained

by Gene, there was no occasion to mention any specific form of future exploitation--be it continuations,

spin-offs, movies, comic books or anything else; in the (then) unlikely event that such future creations

should come to be, they were intended to be Gene's property, whatever form they might take.

Eileen also makes the curious argument that if "Star Trek" meant only the original series, then

paragraph 10 of the divorce agreement must be false because Gene there represented that "there were

'no other' community property rights other than 'Star Trek' and the other non-'Star Trek' listed

properties." (RB 28.) But the misrepresentation is Eileen's. Paragraph 10 does not state what Eileen

says it does; rather, it states that "the property mentioned above"--cash, real property, personal

property, stock, life insurance, Norway Corporation--plus a number oftitles including "Star Trek" and

non-"Star Trek" properties constitute the couple's community property. To whatever extent the

community, through Norway, possessed rights in "Star Trek" other than those involving the original

television series, those rights were transferred to Gene at the time of the divorce. (JA 1039, 17(c).)

Eileen also contends that the failure to discuss movies did not mean the parties intended to

exclude them from the term "Star Trek," since movie rights were covered in the 1965 Contract, and
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if the parties had meant to exclude them in their divorce agreement, they could have done so expressly.

(RB 44.) But the parties did so in as express a manner as was necessary. They explicitly gave one

piece of Norway to Eileen (half of Norway's profit participation interest in the existing "Star Trek"

television series) and explicitly gave the remaining bundle of Norway's rights to Gene, a plethora of

rights which included Norway's interest in "Star Trek" movies. There was no need to list separately

each and every one of Norway's rights; to do so would require replicating the entire 48-page, single

spaced 1965 Contract-an impractical and utterly unnecessary endeavor. (JA 939-987.)

5. Counsel's correspondence and court filings.

In legal skirmishes preceding and following the divorce (see AOB 7, 8-9), Gene's lawyer

described Eileen's interest in "Star Trek" in ways that could only refer to the original television series.

Neither Eileen nor her lawyers ever refuted those descriptions. For example, in a March 1969

declaration, Maizlish stated the parties "share a 30 percent profit participation in the television series

Star Trek." (RT 1007; emphasis added.) And in a letter to Edelman dated October 13, 1969, two

months before the interlocutory judgment was filed, Maizlish explained the difference between profit

participation and rerun income under the 1965 Contract: "Profit participation revenues are ... monies

derived from the series after the production deficit has been made up.... " (JA 1018; emphasis

added.) Finally, in a 1972 trial brief, Maizlish represented that in the divorce, Eileen "received one

half of the profit participation interest in and to 'Star Trek', a television series created and produced

by [Gene) and an interest in all other literary properties theretofore written by [Gene]." (RT 892-893;

emphasis added.)

Eileen simply ignores this evidence, and asserts that none of the correspondence between

counsel referred to "Star Trek" as only a television series (RB 24, fn. 26) or as only "one particular

form of exploitation" (RB 43). She is simply wrong, as the quotations set forth above powerfully

demonstrate.
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6. Eileen's silence and inaction in the face of knowledge of other "Star Trek"
creations.

Among the most potent items of evidence demonstrating that in 1969 Eileen fully understood

and intended that her retention of a "profit participation interest in 'Star-Trek'" meant an interest in the

existing television series only was the fact that for almost two decades after the divorce, Eileen knew

of the existence of other "Star Trek" creations, and knew they were generating income, but never

claimed any interest in them. (AOB 27-29.) In interpreting the intent of a writing, the parties' conduct

subsequent to contracting is "the~ indication of what the parties intended the writing to mean."

(Law Rev. Com. Comment, 20 West's Ann. Code Civ. Proc. (1983 ed.) § 1856, p. 30; emphasis

added.)

Eileen advances three rationales why this immensely persuasive evidence of intent should be

disregarded; none withstands scrutiny.

First she argues that failing to assert an interest in the "Star Trek" animated television series,

movies and merchandising had "nothing to do" with asserting an interest in television "continuations,"

which she did promptly after learning of them. (RB 29.) But this misses the point. Eileen's silence

in the face of knowledge amounts to more than a simple estoppel; it provides a window into her mind

as to what she believed her interest to be. If Eileen always believed that the divorce agreement granted

her an interest in every exploitation of the "'Star Trek' literary property"--as she now claims-then

silence in the face of knowledge of any such exploitation is utterly inconsistent with that belief.·ll'

Moreover, if, as Eileen now asserts, she believed from 1969 onward that the divorce agreement

gave her an interest in television "continuations," then surely she would have asserted a claim to an

interest in the 1973 animated television series, which was far more a "continuation" of the original

UI The inescapable logic of this conclusion is underscored by Eileen's own testimony (found
incredible by the trial court) denying any pre-litigation knowledge of "Star Trek" exploitations. (RT
1501, 1502, 1603 [animated television series]; RT 1660 [movies]; RT 1653-1654 [merchandise]; JA
700, 1 39, 701, 1 41, 708, 1 66.) Apparently, even Eileen realized that admitting such knowledge
would refute her current claim that she "always" believed she had an interest in all "Star Trek"
exploitations.
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series than anything created later.~1 The contract for the series, of which Eileen's lawyer had a copy

(RT 11OD-ll01), described the project as "the conversion and development of 'STAR TREK' from a

filmed show using live characters into an animated cartoon show.... " (JA 1078.) Certainly if Eileen

or her lawyers believed the divorce agreement granted her an interest in all "Star Trek" television

series, they would have made an immediate claim to a "Star Trek" television series expressly described

as nothing more than a "conversion" of the original series from a live action to a cartoon format.

Second, Eileen contends on appeal that while she "may have known that other exploitations

existed" (knowledge she attempted to deny at trial), she did not know "profits existed from those

exploitations." (RB 29, 45; original emphasis.) This is directly contrary to the evidence. In 1973,

Eileen sat through an entire hearing, counsel at her side, in which evidence was presented that the first

"Star Trek" exploitation--the animated television series (a "conversion" of the original)-had already

generated $40,000 in income for Gene in the form of licensing fees, and was likely to generate early

profits.v' (ADB 8; RT 899; JA 1078.) Yet despite this information, and despite Eileen's claim to

be in "financial ruin" at the time, neither she nor any of her lawyers suggested that the divorce

agreement entitled her to share in that income or those profits (other than by alimony). (RT 1696.)

They sat back and did nothing, because they correctly understood that the only profit participation in

which Eileen was intended to participate was from the original television series--which was still heavily

in debt.

Third, and finally, Eileen makes the remarkable argument that no inferences concerning the

intent of the divorce agreement may be drawn from her inaction because to do so would violate the rule

that a "party's uncommunicated subjective intent or belief as to the meaning of contractual language is

HI The animated television series included the same characters and actors' voices as in the
original series (RT 626, 2193), the same spaceship and even some of the same stories. In contrast,
"The Next Generation," which the trial court concluded was a "continuation" of the original series,
involved similar characters and all new actors (JA 1262, 1268), a similar spaceship (JA 704, 705,
1261, 1272-1280), and similar stories (JA 1260).

151 Eileen disputes the point about the likelihood of early profits (RB 10, fn. 8), obviously
without checking our citations to the record. According to the undisputed evidence, the contract's
provision that Filmation would absorb any production deficit meant that "once it went in
syndication, from dollar one you would start to have profits." (RT 1102; JA 1079.) In fact, profits
did commence in 1975, as predicted. (RT 2024, 2026.)
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irrelevant and inadmissible." (RB 45.) Here Eileen confuses two separate concepts. One is the

inadmissibility of testimony regarding a party's subjective intent in executing an agreement once a

controversy has arisen over its meaning. eMission Valley East, Inc. v. County of Kern (1981) 120

Cal.App.3d 89, 97.) The other is the admissibility of evidence of a party's pre-litigation conduct

inaction, silence, or lack of objection in the face of knowledge of the terms of the agreement-from

which intent most certainly may be inferred. (Balian v. Rainey (1952) 115 Cal.App.2d 10, 12;~

Laboratories. Inc. v. Twining (1963) 221 Cal.App.2d 302, 311-312.) As one court explained,

"It is to be assumed that the parties to this contract best knew what was meant
by its terms, and were least liable to be mistaken as to its intention; that each party was
alert to its own interests and insisted on its rights and that whatever was done by the
parties at the time of and following the execution of the contract was done under its
terms as they understood and intended it should be." (Hollenbeck Lodge v. Wilshire
Boulevard Temple (1959) 175 CaI.App.2d 469, 473-474 [defendant's failure to charge
for opening and closing of graves for nine years after execution of contract was "cogent
evidence of intent" that fee was not intended under contract].)

While the meaning of the divorce agreement cannot be established from Eileen's self-serving

trial testimony concerning her intent, it can be inferred from her (and her lawyers') failure to assert an

interest in "Star Trek" creations, in the face of knowledge that such creations existed, were generating

income and were soon to generate profits.

7. Waiver.

Eileen contends the extrinsic evidence here demonstrated "there is no waiver as a matter of

law." (RB 24, fn. 26.) Even if the concept of waiver were relevant (it is not, as we explained above,

pp. 5-7), Eileen's argument would fail, for the evidence clearly and convincingly demonstrated that

Eileen made an explicit and knowing "waiver" of all rights possessed by Norway~ its right to a

profit participation interest in the original "Star Trek" television series.

First and foremost, Eileen explicitly and knowingly agreed to strike language from the rough

draft of the divorce agreement that would have given her an interest in income "directly or indirectly"

generated by "Star Trek, " e.g., by "Star Trek" "exploitations," and instead accepted a far more limited

"profit participation" interest; she explicitly and knowingly used the term "profit participation," aware
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that it was specifically defined in the 1965 Contract as relating to net profits in the original series; she

and her advisors discussed only the original series during the extensive divorce negotiations; in a

declaration Eileen conceded was truthful, her own lawyer stated, under oath, that Eileen was not

intended to benefit from any works created by Gene after the divorce; her own lawyer knowingly and

explicitly referred to her interest as half of 30 percent-a figure whose only conceivable referent was

the original television series; and Eileen failed to assert an interest in any "Star Trek" exploitation, even

though she knew that they existed, knew they were generating income for Gene, and knew they were

likely to generate early profits. Thus, if Eileen's retention of one specific part of Norway and transfer

to Gene of all the other parts can be deemed a "waiver," there is no question the evidence shows that

she knowingly and explicitly gave up those other parts.!§!

Eileen argues she "could not have made a knowing waiver" of an interest in other "Star Trek"

exploitations because in 1969 neither she nor anyone else contemplated "Star Trek"'s eventual success.

But the fact that no one believed that "Star Trek" would be so successful as to generate "exploitations"

does not mean that Eileen's "waiver" was not deliberate and knowing. Everyone knew such

exploitations were theoretically possible (even if extraordinarily unlikely). Therefore, when Eileen

transferred her interest in Norway to Gene, except for profit participation in the original series, she

understood Gene was getting the right to exploitations--a right no one thought would amount to

anything.

lQ/ None of Eileen's contentions (RB 24, fn. 26) even begins to suggest there was no such
"waiver." She states that the correspondence between counsel does not refer to "Star Trek" as only
a television series. This statement is factually incorrect (see above, pp. 19-20), but even if it were
correct, Eileen's conclusion would not follow. Counsel had no need to specify that "Star Trek"
meant only a television series each time they used the term, because the television series was all that
existed at the time. Counsel--and everyone else--knew exactly what "Star Trek" referred to.

Eileen also states that Maizlish "admitted that the term 'Star Trek' refers to the entire
literary property .... " But Maizlish was referring to paragraph 10 of the divorce agreement, not
paragraphs 7 and 8. (RT 607-610 [the "Star Trek" in paragraph 10 refers to a literary property, a
concept reduced to writing (the television series) and something contained in a contract; the "Star
Trek" in paragraph 7 and 8 refers to the television series only].) Moreover, even if Eileen were
right that the term "Star Trek" in paragraphs 7 and 8 referred to "the entire literary property," that
would fail to illuminate the parties' intent, since, as shown, there was no evidence what the parties
meant by the term "literary property," and it has no precise meaning as a matter of law.
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By her own account, Eileen was the sole person who believed that Norway's interest in "profit

participation" would ever be valuable. By retaining a share of that interest, and transferring all else

to Gene, Eileen knowingly and explicitly "waived" any rights flowing from the then-exceedingly remote

possibility that "Star Trek" would ever be followed by "exploitations."

B. The Inferences Eileen Purports to Draw From The Undisputed Evidence Do Not
Compel A Different Result.

Mistakenly assuming the substantial evidence rule applies, Eileen attempts to marshal whatever

evidence and lack of evidence she can to buttress her view that the term "Star Trek" as used in the 1969

divorce agreement was intended to refer to all forms of exploitation, past and future. (RB 24-26, 43.)

But as we have explained, interpretation of the agreement is a question of law for this court's

independent review, inasmuch as the evidentiary facts are not in conflict or dependent on witness

credibility--the parties simply draw conflicting inferences from the undisputed facts. As the Supreme

Court has frequently admonished, "[T]he fact that conflicting inferences may be drawn from evidence

which is not itself in conflict does not require that an appellate court accept the trial court's

interpretation of the instrument based upon such evidence." (Consolidated Theatres. Inc. v. Theatrical

Stage Employees Union (1968) 69 CaI.2d 713, 724, fn. 11; original emphasis.)

None of the inferences Eileen urges be drawn from the undisputed facts makes the slightest dent

in the overwhelming evidence just discussed demonstrating that "Star Trek" was not intended to extend

to all exploitations, but just to the original television series. We explain.

1. "TNG" and "DS9" as continuations of the original series.

Eileen makes much of the trial court's conclusion that "TNG" and "DS9," created in 1986 and

1993 respectively, are "continuations" of the original series. (RB 25-26.) She contends that defendants

do not challenge this conclusion, ignoring our argument that the issue is a red herring, irrelevant to the

critical issue of what the parties meant by "Star Trek" in 1969. (AOB 31-32.) In interpreting a

writing, appellate courts are not bound by trial court findings based on incompetent, irrelevant evidence.

(Parsons v. Bristol Development Co., supra, 62 Ca1.2d at 865; accord Estate of Sharp (1971) 18

Cal.App.3d 565, 573 [in will contest, appellate court disregarded oral and written evidence because it
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did not "throw light upon the meaning of the language used by the testator," and, in any event, did not

"dependj] for its effect upon the credibility of the witnesses"].)

Here, the evidence on "continuations" consisted primarily of testimony from expert witnesses

comparing various elements of the original "Star Trek" television series with the later "TNG." But

none of this evidence went to Eileen and Gene's intent in their 1969 divorce agreement, and thus none

of it was relevant to the interpretation of that agreement-the only issue properly before the court. (See

Brecher v. Gleason (1972) 37 Cal.App.3d 496, 502 ["the expert cannot tell us the specific intent of the

parties in the particular case"].)

Eileen utterly fails to explain how the "continuation" issue is relevant to determining what the

parties intended to accomplish in the divorce agreement.

2. The parties' knowledge of the 1965 Contract.

Eileen next argues the parties "knew in 1969 about the possibility of continuing television

exploitations of 'Star Trek,''' based on their knowledge of the terms of the 1965 Contract. (RB 26.)

But this begs the question: Knowing what rights Norway had under the 1965 Contract does not equate

to an agreement that Eileen would share in all of them. If the parties had intended that Eileen would

share in Norway's proceeds from all potential exploitations of "Star Trek," they could have said so;

instead, they rejected language which would have had that effect. (See above, p. 13.) Under the

divorce agreement, Norway (and the bulk of its rights) was expressly transferred to Gene, except for

Eileen's retention of a half share of Norway's "profit participation interest in 'Star Trek. ,,, (JA 1038

1039, 1 7(c); JA 806, 1 2 [trial court finding].)

Eileen's contention that the 1965 Contract constitutes substantial evidence that Eileen was

intended to share in the profits of all exploitations of "Star Trek" is completely unfounded.

3. Failure to exclude "television continuations."

As further "substantial evidence," Eileen notes that "television continuations" are not excluded

in the divorce agreement, its drafts, the oral description of its terms and the correspondence.I" and

ill As shown, Eileen is wrong about the correspondence. (See above, pp. 19-20.)
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infers from that fact that "television continuations" were intended to be included. (RB 26-27.) This

is absurd. Not every item that was not expressly excluded in the divorce agreement was intended to

be included; Eileen herself concedes she is not entitled to income from Gene's lectures, although they

were not expressly excluded in the agreement. (RT 1560-1561.) Moreover, in 1969, as everyone

knew, "Star Trek" was a failed television series which was heavily in debt; television "continuations"

of "Star Trek" were not considered such a substantial possibility as to merit explicit mention in the

agreement.

The undisputed evidence established that until the appearance of "TNG" in 1986, in the history

of television, no series--much less a failed one-had ever been "continued" after an 18-year hiatus-not

as a "spin-off" but as some other entity--with some elements being similar to the original series and

some elements being different. (RT 2300-2301.)U' While it would not have been impossible to

imagine such a thing in 1969, that was not the parties' concern at the time. They intended the phrase

"profit participation in 'Star Trek'" to refer to the original series because that was all they knew existed

at the time. The fact that they did not specifically exclude "continuations" does not mean they intended

to include them.

4. Eileen's lawyer's comment about "potential income from Star Trek."

In a letter from Edelman to Maizlish before entry of the final decree, Eileen's lawyer repeated

his understanding that the language "'future profit participation income from "Star Trek"'" in the oral

stipulation included "rerun fees on Star Trek," because he thought the parties had divided "the potential

income from Star Trek ... that is, the income coming from Star Trek.... " (JA 1190.) Maizlish

wrote back correcting Edelman's misunderstanding, stating that according to the recollection of several

people, Eileen "'expressly and specifically relinquished her right to "Star Trek," other than her one-half

interest in the profit participation therefrom." (RT 432-433.)

1]./ The trial judge refused defendants' request to call an expert to testify that "continuation" is
not a term recognized in the television industry. (RT 2463, 2467.)
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Eileen infers from Edelman's phrase "potential income from Star Trek," that "[i]ncome from

a continuation of the Original Series would clearly fall within such an understanding." (RB 27.'fJ.f

Not at all. Eileen's formulation begs the essential question of this case-what's the meaning of "Star

Trek"? Edelman's letter provides no evidence that it was intended to mean anything other than the

original series.

Eileen also contends that "Norway's counsel even admitted at trial that Eileen should share in

the profits from any additional episodes of the Original Series which were produced after the divorce. "

(RB 27.) What Norway's counsel stated, in response to hypothetical questions from the court, was that

if, in 1971, a leftover script from the original series had been discovered, Gene was in Europe, and one

more episode was made, using the same actors and the same leftover props, Eileen would "probably

be entitled to profit in this special event." (RT 2540-2541.) This is hardly an "admission" that Eileen

should participate in profits from a whole new series created in 1986, in which Gene was heavily

involved, using new scripts, new actors and new props.

5. Irreversible deficit.

Eileen argues that because "Star Trek" was thought to be in an irreversible deficit, in order for

the phrase "'future profit participation income from "Star Trek"'" to have meaning, "the parties must

have contemplated some revival of the Original Series (e.g., through a continuation)." (RB 27.) Not

so. Eileen testified at trial that at the time of the divorce, she "had a feeling it would go back on the

air again. It was too popular." (RT 1630.) The belief (her "woman's intuition") that "Star Trek"

would someday turn a profit was the reason she agreed to accept a profit participation interest in "Star

Trek" and give up all other interest in Norway. (RT 1499, 1629.) What she could not have believed,

and what she admits no one seriously contemplated, was that there was a realistic chance there would

ever be "continuations" of "Star Trek," in the sense adopted by the trial court.

19/ The controversy whether Eileen received an interest in all "Star Trek" "income" (e.g., rerun
fees) or just in profit participation was litigated and decided against Eileen in a post-divorce
proceeding. (AOB 7.)
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6. No delay.

Eileen contends the fact that she did not delay in asserting her rights to "Star Trek" television

continuations constitutes substantial evidence that the divorce agreement was intended to cover such

continuations. (RB 27.)

In light of all the evidence, the inference is not a fair one. Eileen asserted no rights in the~

"Star Trek" television "continuation"-the 1973 animated television series-which was identical to the

original except for its animated format. The fact that she got religion when the spectacularly successful

"TNG" was produced provides no insight whatsoever into the intent of the parties in 1969. It is her

prior failure to assert rights now claimed that is probative; no inferences reasonably can be drawn from

the fact that Eileen now seeks to cash in.

7. The failure to divide the stock of Norway in half in the divorce agreement.

Desperate to scrounge up some "substantial evidence," Eileen stoops to this: "[T]he parties

originally agreed to divide the Norway stock in half. [Citation.] If this had occurred, Norway would

never have been able to argue that Eileen does not share in the profit from future 'Star Trek'

exploitations. Ultimately this division of stock did not occur. ... " (RB 43; emphasis added.)

Precisely. Ultimately, the parties did not divide Norway's stock between them, as they did with

other stock they owned (JA 1038, 1 6). They did agree to divide Norway along other lines-Gene

received all of Norway's stock and its rights--including whatever "exploitation" rights it owned-except

for a half interest in Norway's net profit participation interest in "Star Trek," which Eileen

received.s"

201 While the reason for not dividing the Norway stock in half is not particularly relevant to
interpreting the language of the divorce agreement, Eileen's explanation for the decision is not
supported by the record. She states that the division of stock did not occur "only because Gene
wanted to keep Norway as a vehicle for his other entertainment properties. (JA 1190.)" (RB 43;
original emphases.) However, the document cited is a letter from Edelman (Eileen's lawyer) to
Maizlish, purporting to set forth some of Maizlish's representations. Edelman was incorrect in a
number of respects, and Maizlish promptly corrected him. (RT 428, 432-433; Exh. 44.)
Moreover, the evidence showed the reason the parties decided not to divide Norway's stock and
their other assets in half is that Gene was unwilling to have Eileen share financially in his future
projects or future services other than by alimony. (See ADB 5.)
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While the citation of this non-evidence does nothing to bolster Eileen's arguments, it does lay

bare her theory of the case: She believes she has the same interest she would have had .if the parties

had divided Norway's stock in half, i.e., half of whatever Norway has received and will receive from

"Star Trek" in all its forms. She completely ignores the aetuallanguage of the agreement and her own

explicit rejection of the "directly or indirectly" and "or otherwise" language, and never explains just

what Gene acquired when she transferred to him her "interest, if any, in Norway Corporation...."

(JA 1039, 17(c).)'11.t

With this argument, as with so many others, Eileen attempts to prove too much. Once again,

Eileen wants this Court to rewrite the divorce agreement to give her what she agreed to relinquish at

the time.

IV. A BINDING JUDICIAL ADMISSION, AS WELL AS ADDITIONAL UNDISPUTED
EVIDENCE, DEMONSTRATE THAT EVEN IF "STAR TREK" IS NOW
INTERPRETED TO INCLUDE TELEVISION "CONTINUATIONS," EILEEN'S
INTEREST IN SUCH "CONTINUAnONS" WAS INTENDED TO BE GOVERNED BY
THE PRE-DIVORCE CONTRACfS.

As demonstrated, the vast bulk of the evidence establishes that when, in their 1969 divorce

agreement, Eileen and Gene used the phrase "profit participation interest in 'Star Trek, ,,, they meant

an interest in net profits from the original television series. Thus, in this Court's independent review

of the divorce agreement, it can and should find that that is the total extent of Eileen's interest.

If, however, the Court is somehow convinced that in 1969 the parties intended "Star Trek" to

include future television "continuations," it will then have to decide whether Eileen's interest in such

"continuations" should be governed by her community property rights at the time of the divorce, or

whether Eileen somehow acquired rights in a brand-new contract negotiated by Gene 17 years after the

21/ Eileen appears to concede that if she and Gene had divided Norway's stock in half, the issue
of "waiver" would not arise. The fact that they chose to divide Norway along other lines (profit
participation versus all other rights) likewise does not create a "waiver" issue.
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divorce. The decision is not a difficult one. A conclusive judicial admission, as well as additional

extrinsic evidence, establish Eileen's interest is defmed by the former.~

A. The Judicial Admission.

In the operative complaint, Eileen alleged that the profit participation income from "Star Trek"

granted her in the divorce agreement "includes all profits and income that might thereafter be generated

from Gene and Eileen's community property interest in 'Star-Trek' as it existed under the Contracts at

the time of the Judgment.'" (JA 253, , 11; emphasis added.) As demonstrated in the opening brief,

this is a binding judicial admission, conclusive on the outcome of the litigation. (AOB 33-34.)

Eileen denies, as she must to prevail on this issue, that paragraph 11 constitutes a binding

admission. Her first tack is to distort completely the paragraph by paraphrasing, rather than quoting,

it. She states: "Paragraph 11 merely states that Eileen's interest in 'Star Trek' arises from contracts

existing prior to the divorce." (RB 34; original emphasis.) Not so. Paragraph 11 specifically defines

the interest acquired as that which "existed under the Contracts at the time of the Judgment." And, of

course, that interest was half of a 26-2/3 percent interest in~ profits. The operative complaint clearly

admits that Eileen's interest is defined by contracts existing in 1965, not a contract negotiated almost

two decades later.

Eileen's second tack is even more outlandish. She asserts paragraph 11 cannot constitute a

judicial admission because she did not know the terms of the 1986 Norway/Paramount contract ("the

22/ Indeed, the answer was obvious to Eileen and her lawyers until her new lawyers concocted a
different strategy the middle of trial. (AOB 33-34, fn. 37.) As Eileen's trial counsel for Phase I
conceded, "[I]n terms of clear profit participation income and the percentages that are applicable,
... the predivorce contracts must control as to [Eileen's] claim." (RT 2514.)

Eileen now dismisses such statements (there were many, both oral and written) because they
"are not contained in any operative pleadings and thus do not constitute binding judicial
admissions." (RB 34, fn. 37.) That misses the point. As we explain, such an admission~
contained in an operative pleading. Moreover, should there be any doubt about the meaning of that
admission, it is dispelled by the fact that over and over, before and during Phase I, Eileen's counsel
represented that Eileen's interest was to be calculated under the pre-divorce contracts. Her new
counsel's change of theory in Phase II, and on appeal, is a bold grab for a greater recovery, without
regard to the operative pleading or the task at hand--interpreting the language of the divorce
agreement.
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1986 Contract") when she filed the complaint. (RB 34, fn. 37.'jlJ/ In this astounding concession,

Eileen admits it was only after learning that the 1986 Contract was more favorable to Norway than

earlier contracts that she decided her interest should be measured by the later contract, not those existing

"at the time of the Judgment," as pleaded. The terms of the 1986 Contract are completely irrelevant

to interpreting the language of the 1969 divorce agreement. Eileen herself stated her understanding of

that agreement in the operative complaint, by which she is bound, as a matter of law.

B. The Undisputed Evidence.

Eileen has failed to provide effective rebuttal to our argument that paragraph 11 constitutes a

binding judicial admission. Therefore, no discussion of the evidence is necessary. (AOB 34.) We do

so, however, simply to show that even without the judicial admission, the evidence favors defendants'

position, and the two evidentiary points raised by Eileen are without merit.~1

23/ But revealingly, Eileen's counsel continued to assert that Eileen's interest had to be
calculated under the pre-divorce contracts even after learning the terms of the 1986 Contract.
Production of the 1986 Contract was ordered in the middle of Phase I (RB 34, fn. 37); yet Eileen's
counsel asserted her interest was that set forth in the 1965 Contract after Phase I, in closing
argument (RT 2514).

24/ Predictably, Eileen once again first trots out her "no ambiguity/no extnnsrc evidence"
argument. (RB 30-31, 21-22.) She contends that paragraph 8(c) (granting Eileen "a one-half
interest in all future profit participation income from 'Star-Trek' to which [Eileen] and/or [Gene] are
entitled") clearly does not limit Eileen to what she was entitled to in 1969 because "'future profits'
. . . means . . . whatever profits either of them are entitled to receive in the future." (RB 21.)
Once again, Eileen takes liberties with the actual language. In paragraph S(c), "future" modifies

. "income," not "profits" (a word which does not even appear in the paragraph). The paragraph is at
least reasonably susceptible to the interpretation that Eileen acquired a present interest (governed by
existing contracts) in future (profit participation) income.

Similarly, she argues that the word "any" in paragraph 7(c) (excluded from Eileen's transfer
of Norway to Gene was "any profit participation interest in 'Star-Trek''') means, as a matter of law,
"without limit and no matter what kind," thus entitling her to receive profit participation under the
1986 Contract. (RB 31.) But the issue is the meaning of "profit participation," not "any." Eileen
states that "profit participation" is not a defined term (RB 31), but, as we have shown, it is defined
in the existing 1965 Contract as an interest in net profits. At any rate, the meaning of "any," like
"literary property," is not a single one fixed for all purposes. (Jones v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co.
(1969) 270 Cal.App.2d 779, 786 ["term 'any customer' was totally ambiguous"]; Black's Law
Dictionary (6th ed. 1990) p. 94 ["word 'any' has a diversity of meaning," depending on context and
subject matter].)
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1. Improved profit terms in the 1986 Contract.

Eileen argues that the vastly improved profit terms in the 1986 Contract for "TNG" were due

solely to "the increased value of the 'Star Trek' literary property, not Gene's post-divorce services,"

and that even if the "right to exploit" that property belonged to Norway, "the clear command of l' 7(c)

and 8(c) ... is that any profits that result from the exercise of that right must be shared with Eileen."

(RB 32-33.) From this she leapfrogs to the non sequitur that "profits from television continuations of

'Star Trek' must be calculated in the same manner for both Norway and Eileen." (RB 32-33.)

First, the factual premise of the argument is unsupported by the record. Eileen's own expert

testified the improved profit terms resulted from a number of factors, including "Mr. Roddenberry"

who, along with fans and Paramount, "helped to keep this name out in front of the public and ...

made this valuable asset far beyond what it was worth when it originally was on the air." (RT 3508

3510; emphasis added.) Eileen also ignores the undisputed evidence establishing that Norway's

entitlement to an interest in gross profits in "TNG" was contractually triggered by Gene's rendering

substantial services in creating and producing the new series. (See AOB 37; JA 1083, 1 1.)

Second, while Eileen appears to concede that the right to "exploit the 'Star Trek' literary

property" belongs to Norway (and was acquired by Gene in the divorce), it in no way follows--neither

from the "clear command of " 7(c) and 8(c)" nor from the undisputed evldence--that "any profits that

result from the exercise of that right must be shared with Eileen." Paragraphs 7(c) and 8(c) do not

speak of "profits"; they expressly speak of "profit participation," a term that was specifically defined

in the existing 1965 Contract as relating to net proceeds. The uncontradicted evidence also establishes

that the parties defined Eileen's share of "Star Trek" profit participation income as "one-half of 30

percent-15 percent"--and not as "one half of whatever Norway becomes entitled to in the future." (See

above, p. 17; AOB 24.)

2. Separate calculation.

As her second example of "substantial evidence," Eileen points to testimony that a separate

calculation of her profit share in television "continuations" would be unworkable and unprofitable to

her. (RB 33-34.)
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Eileen relies on the testimony of her expert that such a calculation would be "an impossible

task." (RT 3835.) But, as shown, such expert testimony is useless in determining the intent of parties

to a contract. (Brecher v. Gleason, nmra, 37 Cal.App.3d at 502.) In any event, the expert stated one

of the reasons for the difficulty was that he did not have access to Paramount's records, and if he did

have the records, "it might help me...." (RT 3836.) And a Paramount executive testified, not that

the actual calculation was impossible, but that "it would be impossible for Paramount to come out with

a calculation which would satisfy both sides." (RT 3696.)

Eileen further argues that even if such a calculation were performed, it would be "grossly

inequitable" to her, because she "would receive nothing." (RB 33-34.) Actually, her expert was

unsure, and couched his testimony in terms of probability. (RT 3838.~1 But even if it were true that

Eileen probably would not receive any payments, that fact is totally irrelevant to the central question

here--in 1969, did the parties intend for Eileen to reap the benefits of a contract negotiated by Gene 17

years after the divorce? Surely it cannot be that the meaning of a contract made in 1969 is to be

determined by how beneficial the contract proves to be for one party or the other in the 1990's.

In sum, no evidence supports Eileen's argument that the divorce agreement entitles her to share

equally with Norway in profit participation income from television "continuations" of "Star Trek."

V. AN INTEREST IN "PROFIT PARTICIPATION" DOES NOT CONFER AN INTEREST
IN OTHER TYPES OF INCOME THAT ARE GUARANTEED IRRESPECfIVE OF
PROFITABILITY.

The trial court erroneously determined that Eileen's interest in "profit participation" also entitled

her to payments for three other types of income streams specified in the 1986 Contract--none of which

is dependent on the existence of a profit.~I In its independent review, this Court should find that

25/ After all, predictions by experts that the original series would never turn a (net) profit were
disproved with a vengeance. As of January 1993, Eileen had received almost $8 million in net
profit participation payments from the original series, with distributions continuing to flow in
regularly. (AOB 12, fn. 12.)

26/ "Profit" is defined as "the excess of returns over expenditures in a transaction or series of
transactions." (Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary (1983) p. 912; see also JA 1085 [1986
Contract; defining Norway's profit participation interest as gross revenues less various expenses].)
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"profit participation" means what it says, and should not be broadly interpreted to include items that

have nothing to do with profitability.'lll

A. "No Services" Payments Are Not Profit Participation.

The 1986 Contract provided that if Gene became disabled or died after having performed various

services during "TNG's" critical first year and continuously after that, Norway would receive $7500

per episode for "TNG" and any future spin-offs, When Gene died in 1991, this so-called "no services"

provision went into effect. (AOB 39-40.) Inexplicably, the trial court put the "no services" payments

into Eileen's profit participation pot, reasoning that any payments that are not for current services or

for the right to use the "Star Trek" concept can only be "profits." Eileen adopts this nonsensical theory

in toto. (RB 36.)

Just because an item of income is not a payment for current services or for rights does not

automatically mean it is a "profit." But even under the trial court's strange taxonomy, the "no

services" fees are more akin to payments for services than anything else, since their receipt is absolutely

conditioned on Gene's having performed services up until the time of his death.

Eileen also cites the trial court's statement that when the 1986 Contract was negotiated, Gene

"was in a position to" structure the contract in ways that were favorable to him and unfavorable to

27/ Eileen suggests, albeit obliquely, that the substantial evidence rule applies, citing testimony
of industry experts. (RB 34, 35, 36.) It does not. As demonstrated, where no extrinsic evidence is
offered in a case involving interpretation of a contract, or where the extrinsic evidence is without
dispute, a reviewing court must make an independent determination of the meaning of the words
used. (Estate of Dodge, supra, 6 Ca1.3d at 318.) The reviewing court is not bound by expert
testimony on industry practice that may have been offered at trial. For example, in Brecher v.
Gleason, supra, 37 Cal.App.3d 496, a producer asserted the right to reuse "The Life of Riley"
television films without further compensating the star, Jackie Gleason; the parties' agreement
provided only that the "usual and customary" terms would apply. The producer's expert testified
that "the usual and customary" contract terms at the time gave the producer an unrestricted right to
reuse films without compensating the actor. ag. at 498.) The trial court ruled in favor of the
producer. The appellate court reversed, after independently examining the extrinsic evidence of
intent. Discounting the expert testimony, the court stated: "An expert's opinion on industry
practice carries a lesser weight on intent than does the conduct of the parties, for the expert cannot
tell us the specific intent of the parties in the particular case" (iQ. at 502); cf. Cooper Companies v.
Transcontinental Ins. Co. (1995) 31 Cal.App.4th 1094, 1100 ["the meaning of the policy is a
question of law about which expert opinion testimony is inappropriate. . .. The conflicting expert
testimony has no effect on our duty to independently interpret the policy language"].)
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Eileen. (RB 36, JA 806-807.) But she omits the court's finding that, whatever Gene might have been

in "a position" to do, there was "no evidence that there was an artificial structuring of the [1986]

contract to [Eileen's] disadvantage...." (RT 5166.)

By no stretch of the imagination can "no services" payments be considered profit participation.

B. "Advances Against Profits" Are Not Profit Participation.

The 1986 Contract entitles Norway to receive advances against any future profits, so long as

Gene provided Executive Producer services for the first year of "TNG"-which, of course, he did.

Thus, like "no services" payments, "advances against profits" are contractually triggered by Gene's

having performed services. Such advances are guaranteed regardless of profitability, and are

nonrefundable; if and when profits are paid, advances are credited against them. (AOB 15, 41.)

In another example of convoluted reasoning, the trial court concluded that such advances are

considered profit participation essentially because an advance against a thing is the same as the thing.

(JA 814, 1 21.) This defies all logic. The fact that advances may be chargeable against profits if

profits are realized does not mean they are profits whether or not profits are realized; if anything, the

inference is strong in the opposite direction. True to form, Eileen fails to address either of the cases

cited in the opening brief (AOB 41-42) supporting the proposition that nonreturnable advances are

different from ordinary salary advances and other contingent payments.

Eileen attempts to support her argument with language from the 1969 divorce agreement

granting her a half share of "any" profit participation interest and a quotation from a decision indicating

that "any" is broadly defined. (RB 35.) But, as before (see above, p. 31, fn. 24), the issue here is not

the meaning of "any" but the meaning of "profit participation."

There is absolutely no support, legal or factual, for the argument that "profit participation"

includes advances against profits.

C. "Legal/Administrative Fees" Are Not Profit Participation.

"Legal/Administrative Fees"'--automatic payments of $5000 per episode as a contribution to

Norway's legal and administration expenses-are no more related to profitability than are "no services"
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fees or advances against profits. (AOB 42.) For this reason, and for the reason that under the 1986

Contract, legal/administrative fees were also advances against profits (deducted from any eventual

profits), they should not be considered part of any "profit participation" in which Eileen is entitled to

share.

VI. AS A MAITER OF LAW, THE CORRECf RATE OF INTEREST ON ANY RECEIPTS
FROM TELEVISION "CONTINUATIONS" AND TWO SPECIALS IS SEVEN
PERCENT, NOT TEN.

A. The Divorce Agreement Is Not A "Money Judgment."

Eileen's primary argument on the interest rate issue is that the 1969 divorce agreement (which

was incorporated into a fmal judgment) is a "money judgment," subject to ten percent interest pursuant

to Code of Civil Procedure sections 685.010 and 680.270. (RB 36-37.) The trial court properly

rejected this farfetched theory (JA 820-821, 1 35; RT 5366), as should this Court.

A "money judgment" must contain a specific sum to which the interest rate can be applied.

(Imperial Casualty & Indemnity Co. v. Sogomonian (1988) 198 Cal.App.3d 169, 185 [moneyjudgment

must specify amount]; Kittle v. Lang (1951) 107 Cal.App.2d 604, 612 [same].) The divorce agreement

contains no specific amount to be paid as profit participation, and thus cannot be a "money judgment"

within the meaning of the Code.~1

B. Any Obligation To Pay Eileen Profit Participation Was Contained In A Contract
Entered Into Long Before 1986.

As a fallback, Eileen takes the completely inconsistent position that the obligation to pay her

profit participation does not arise from the 1969 "money judgment," but from the 1986 Contract. (RB

28/ Eileen also argues that the trial court erred in failing to award her ten percent interest on
withheld profit participation from the original series, because those payments became due after the
effective date of the statute raising the interest rate to ten percent on "money judgments." (RB 37. fn.
40.) Even if the argument had merit (it does not, since the divorce agreement is not a "money
judgment"), it may not be considered. Any issue as to which the respondent seeks affirmative relief
on appeal must be raised by way of cross-appeal. (Code Civ. Proe. § 906; Eisenberg, et al., Cal. Prac.
Guide: Civil Appeals & Writs (The Rutter Group 1994) § 8:195, p. 8-68.) Eileen's cross-appeal does
not raise the issue of interest. (RB 4, 41-49.)
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37.) She thus embraces the trial court's erroneous rationale that the matter is controlled by Civil Code

section 3289, subdivision (b), which provides, "If a contract entered into after January 1. 1986, does

not stipulate a legal rate of interest, the obligation shall bear interest at a rate of 10 percent per annum

after a breach." (Emphases added.) As demonstrated in our opening brief, the operative document is

not the 1986 Contract, but the 1969 divorce agreement, because 1969 agreement is the source of the

obligation to pay Eileen profit participation and because it is the only agreement that was even arguably

breached. Therefore, Civil Code section 3289, subdivision (b) is inapplicable, and the correct interest

rate is seven percent. (AOB 42-43.)

In response, Eileen contends that the 1986 Contract governs "Star Trek" continuations, and thus

"the obligation to pay Eileen profits arose after 1986." (RB 37.) But section 3289, subdivision (b)

does not tum on when an obligation arose, but on when the contract containing the obligation was

entered into. The contract containing the obligation to pay Eileen profits was entered into long before

1986--in 1969. If Norway has an obligation to share profits from television "continuations" with

Eileen, it is only by virtue of the 1969 divorce agreement; the 1986 Contract has absolutely nothing to

do with that obligation. Furthermore, Eileen completely ignores the fact that section 3289, subdivision

(b) is triggered only by the breach of a contract entered into after January 1, 1986, and the 1986

Contract was never breached.

Because the 1969 agreement is not a "money judgment," and because the obligation to pay

Eileen profits is not contained in a contract entered into after January 1, 1986, the proper rate of interest

is seven percent. The trial court's ruling that the ten percent rate applies is erroneous as a matter of

law.

VII. THE PUNITIVE DAMAGE AWARD FOR FRAUD IS LEGALLY UNSUPPORTABLE.

A. Eileen Failed To Prove The Elements Of Fraud.

1. Fraud does not lie where the only claimed damage is the loss of use of
money due under a contract.

Conceding that concealment, like all forms of fraud, requires proof of reliance (acting or

refraining from acting based on unawareness of a concealed fact), Eileen states only that if she had
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known money due her pursuant to the divorce agreement was being withheld, she "would have taken

immediate legal action" and that by failing to do so, she "incurred substantial damage by being deprived

of the use of the substantial sums withheld from her." (RB 39.) But not having use of the money

resulted from Gene's neglecting to pay her the full amount (a breach of contract), !lQ1 from any

fraudulent concealment; and, in any event, that loss was remedied when Eileen was awarded interest

from the date of the breach of contract. As explained in the opening brief, loss of use of money due

under a contract cannot support a fraud action without converting virtually every breach of contract into

a tort. Moreover, Eileen completely ignores the authorities we cited establishing that fraud damages

must be caused by reliance on the misrepresentation (or concealment), that fraud does not lie when there

are no such damages, and that public policy prohibits turning contract actions into torts in order to

collect punitive damages. (AOB 44-47; see Freeman & Mills, Inc. v. Belcher Oil Co. (Aug. 31, 1995)

_ Ca1.4th _, 95 Daily Journal D.A.R. 11851, 11854 ["courts should limit tort recovery in contract

breach situations to the insurance area"].)

Eileen is unable to identify a single dollar's worth of legally-cognizable injury she "suffered"

as a result of her purported reliance. She cites only the loss of use of the money, i.e., interest-a

contractual remedy, the award of which has more than made her whole; indeed, Eileen seeks the

contract rate of interest under Civil Code section 3289. (See above, pp. 36-37.)

Therefore, even if one could tease from the record substantial evidence that Eileen believed she

was receiving the full amount due her under the divorce agreement, there is no evidence she suffered

any damages by acting or failing to act in reliance on that belief. The fraud cause of action must fall,

and, along with it, the punitive damage award.

2. One who doubts whether another person is being truthful has no right to
rely on the other's statements.

Our opening brief demonstrated that Eileen's fraud cause of action is fatally defective because,

inter alia, there was no substantial evidence she believed she was receiving a full 50 percent of

Norway's profit participation income from "Star Trek"--and, hence, no evidence that she acted or failed

to act in reliance on that belief. (AOB 44-45.) Eileen responds by pointing to her highly ambiguous

"'I had no idea'" answers to a number of questions (RB 39), and to her testimony that she "'didn't
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know' whether Mr. Kessler was telling the truth or not" (RB 39, fn. 42). She utterly ignores the

controlling Cameron v. Cameron (1948) 88 Cal.App.2d 585, 594 (cited at AOB 45), holding that one

who suspects another might not be telling the truth has no right to rely on the other's statements.

B. Punitive Damages Should Not Be Recoverable Against A Personal Loan-Out
Corporation For Misconduct Perpetrated By Its Deceased Alter Ego.

The opening brief demonstrated that reversal of the punitive damage award is compelled by

Probate Code section 573, its legislative history, the strong public policy that punitive damages should

be imposed only on actual wrongdoers, and federal constitutional principles. (AOB 47-49.) Eileen's

brief mentions none of these. (RB 40-41.) Instead, she raises a few marginal points, none of which

is persuasive.

1. Norway was Gene's alter ego for the purpose of engaging in the conduct that
resulted in the punitive damage award.

Contrary to Eileen's assertion (RB 40), the trial court expressly found that Norway was Gene's

alter ego. (RT 2977-2978 ["Norway was ... the alter ego of Roddenberry and ... was not a separate

independent corporation"]; JA 806, 1 2 (Statement of Decision) ["Norway, that is, Eugene

Roddenberry, the two are synonymous .... "].)

Citing no authority, Eileen argues that Norway was not Gene's alter ego "for all purposes"

because Norway filed and continues to file separate tax returns. (RB 40.) However, whether tax

returns are separate or consolidated is not determinative of alter ego status. (Matter of Sims (5th Cir.

1993) 994 F.2d 210, 218, fn. 12(4).)

More significant, the issue is not whether Norway and Gene were alter egos "for all purposes,"

but for the purpose of engaging in the conduct for which punitive damages were awarded. The evidence

showed that Gene was Norway's alter ego for the purpose of informing Eileen about the receipt of profit

distributions from "Star Trek," the conduct on which the fraud verdict is based. The two letters to

Eileen containing the purported misrepresentations were written on behalf of Gene, not Norway; yet
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the accompanying checks were from Norway. (JA 1052-1055.) Eileen herself describes the letters as

being sent by Norway. (RB 11-12.)22/

2. Since Norway's change in status after Gene died is irrelevant to the issue of
Norway's alter ego status while Gene was alive, Norway objects to Eileen's
request for judicial notice concerning that change of status.

Eileen requests this Court to take judicial notice of a petition filed in connection with pending

probate proceedings, to prove that Norway has continued to function after Gene's death. (RB 40;

Request for Judicial Notice, filed with RB.) But the fact that Norway now functions as a separate and

independent corporation has nothing to do with whether it was Gene's alter ego before he died, and in

particular, at the time of the conduct underlying the punitive damage award. The trial court found that

at that time it was, on undisputed evidence.

The very document that Eileen asks this Court to judicially notice illustrates the point. In her

petition, Majel Roddenberry--Gene's surviving wife, the executor of his will, and Norway's current

president-seeks compensation for the additional services she has performed since Gene's death.

(Eileen's Request for Judicial Notice, Exhibit A, pp. 11-12 ["Once Decedent died, in order to preserve

the value of Norway, ... it became more important than ever for someone to take over to the fullest

extent possible many of the activities he had performed. . .. [F]or Norway to be operated passively

and simply collect revenues would be to diminish its value"].) The petition proves only that the

character of Norway changed after Gene died.

As the Supreme Court recently explained, although courts may judicially notice a variety of

matters, "only relevant material may be noticed." (Mangini v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. (1994) 7

Cal.4th 1057, 1063; original emphasis [declining to judicially notice material that "'has no bearing on

29/ Again citing no authority, Eileen asserts the alter ego doctrine is a sword to be used by a
plaintiff and "cannot be justly used as a shield to protect a corporate defendant from the
consequences of its fraudulent acts." (RB 40.) We are aware of no decision holding the alter ego
doctrine may not be invoked by a defendant--certainly not Kahn v. Kahn (1950) 95 Cal.App.2d 708,
718, cited by Eileen; Kahn simply applies the alter ego doctrine in the customary way--by a plaintiff
to pierce the corporate veil. The alter ego doctrine may be used defensively where appropriate. an
re Marriage of Imperato (1975) 45 Cal.App.3d 432, 439-441 [in dissolution action it was error to
preclude husband from offering evidence that community property corporation was his alter ego].)
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the limited legal question at hand''']; People's Home Sav. Bank v. Sadler (1905) 1 Cal.App. 189, 193

[appellate courts may not review matters occurring after judgmentj.) Plainly, a document that came into

being more than a year after judgment was entered, and has no bearing on the issue of Norway's alter

ego character before Gene's death, is completely irrelevant. For these reasons defendants object to the

request for judicial notice.

3. The punitive damage award serves no deterrent purpose and only punishes
the innocent.

As we explained, imposing punitive damages on Norway for Gene's conduct directly contravenes

the purposes of punitive damages, i.e., to punish actual wrongdoers and deter them from future

misconduct. Gene, the person found to have committed the fraud, is dead. He and Norway's present

shareholder (the estate) are legally immune from punitive damages. Maizlish, found liable for

conspiracy to commit fraud but not for punitive damages, is also dead. Norway's president, Majel, is

entirely innocent of the conduct underlying the fraud judgment. (AOB 48-49.)

Eileen responds that the award "will serve the salutary purpose of discouraging Norway from

engaging in any further fraudulent conduct." (RB 41.) But as noted (AOB 48), the Supreme Court has

rejected this very argument, in language that bears repeating, since Eileen studiously ignored it:

"Since the purpose of punitive damages is to punish the wrongdoer for his acts,
accompanied by evil motive, and to deter him from the commission of like wrongs in
the future, the reason for such damages ceases to exist with his death. It is true that the
infliction of punishment serves as a deterrent to the commission of future wrongs by
others as well as by the wrongdoer. but punitive damages by way of example to others
should be imposed only on actual wrongdoers." (Evans v. Gibson (1934) 220 Cal. 476,
490; emphasis added.)

There is no "salutary purpose" in affirming this punitive damage award. It should be reversed.

By no stretch of the facts or the law is this a punitive damage case. By her own admission,

Eileen suffered no tort damages due to the alleged fraud; her loss of use of the money owed her was

classic contract damages, and paying her in full with interest satisfied that obligation. Furthermore, to

impose punitive damages on Norway for the conduct of its deceased alter ego violates the fundamental
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purpose behind such damages. When the individual found responsible for the imposition of punitive

damages is dead, punitive damages should not be awarded.
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CROSS-RESPONDENTS' BRIEF

I. TIlE TRIAL COURT CORREcrLY DETERMINED THAT "STAR TREK" AS USED
IN TIlE 1969 DIVORCE AGREEMENT WAS NOT INTENDED TO MEAN EVERY
CREATION RELATED TO THE STAR TREK IDEA, NO MAITER WHAT THE
MEDIUM OR WHEN CREATED.

Eileen's first issue as cross-appellant is the mirror image of her primary issues as respondent.

Thus, on cross-appeal, she argues that the trial court's ruling that she has no interest in profits from the

"Star Trek" animated television series, movies, merchandising, music and other exploitations was

erroneous because the divorce agreement unambiguously grants her such an interest, because the "canon

of construction" governing waivers reinforces that conclusion, and because even if extrinsic evidence

were considered, there was no substantial evidence to support the ruling. Most of Eileen's argument

on cross-appeal repeats or references material previously argued. (RB 41-46.)

Likewise, our response is found primarily in our reply brief, where we address the relevant

points, whether they appear in Eileen's brief as cross-appellant or as respondent. As shown, extrinsic

evidence was properly considered and admitted to interpret the divorce agreement, in that its critical

language is reasonably susceptible to the meaning defendants have urged, and in that the rules governing

the interpretation of writings apply equally to divorce agreements. We also demonstrated that the

construction of the divorce agreement is not a matter of substantial evidence but a question of law for

this Court's independent review. (§ I, above.) We further showed that the extrinsic evidence

overwhelmingly supports defendants' interpretation of the divorce agreement. (§§ II and III, above.)

As has been made clear, this Court's independent review of the extrinsic evidence, which was

undisputed, confirms the only reasonable interpretation of the divorce agreement: Eileen and Gene

intended to transfer all of Norway to Gene (including whatever right Norway owned to exploit "Star

Trek"), except for a half interest in Norway's net profit participation interest in the original "Star Trek"

television series; that interest is the only part of Norway that Eileen retained. There was no intent that
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Eileen retain an interest in the later-created animated or other television series, movies, merchandising,

music, or any other post-divorce creation.~'

H. THE TRIAL COURT CORRECfLY DEDUCfED 40 PERCENT FROM "TNG"
PROFITS AND 50 PERCENT FROM TWO TV SPECIALS' PROFITS BEFORE
CALCULATING EILEEN'S SHARE, BECAUSE THOSE FIGURES REFLECfED
PAYMENT FOR POST-DIVORCE SERVICES, TO WIDCH EILEEN WAS NOT
ENTITLED.

The trial court determined Eileen was not entitled to any portion of the profits or advances

against profits due Norway under the 1986 Contract that were attributable to Gene's services, and

further determined that portion to be 40 percent for "TNG" and 50 percent for two television specials.

(JA 813-814, " 18, 19; 820, 1 33; 818-820, " 30, 31.)ll' Eileen contends the court erred because

the 1969 divorce agreement (1) provided that Eileen's share of profit participation from "Star Trek"

would be paid "without deduction or offset of any kind" made by Gene or his agents (, 8(c», and (2)

contained language indicating Gene intended to share his post-divorce income from services with Eileen

(, 15). Eileen further contends that the language of the divorce agreement is so clear in these respects

that no extrinsic evidence should be considered, but that if it is, there is no substantial evidence to

support the trial court's determination. (RB 46-49.)

Each step of the argument is flawed. The trial court properly construed the divorce agreement

in this regard, as this Court's independent review will confirm.

30/ Eileen argues she should at least get back the movie rights she agreed to give up in 1969
because the movies share even more similarities with the original television series than do "TNG" and
"'DS9"--the television "continuations" in which she did win an interest. (RB 46, fn. 45.) But, as we
demonstrated, comparisons between the original series and later creations are useless, because they are
completely irrelevant to the task at hand--discerning the intent of the 1969 agreement. (See above, pp.
24-25.) If similarities were the test, the "Star Trek" animated television series would win, hands down.
(See above, pp. 20-21.) Yet the extrinsic evidence overwhelmingly proved that Eileen never understood
"Star Trek" in the divorce agreement to include the animated television series, even though it was
identical to the original series except for its animated format.

31/ Of course, it was error to base any part of Eileen's recovery on the 1986 Contract. (See above,
pp. 29-33.)
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A. Since The Relevant Provisions Are Reasonably Susceptible To More Than One
Meaning, It Is Proper To Consider Extrinsic Evidence.

1. No "deduction or offset."

Paragraph 8(c) provides that Gene transfers to Eileen a

"one-half interest in all future profit participation income from 'Star-Trek' to which
[Eileen] and/or [Gene] are entitled. [Gene] will require the source of such funds to pay
[Eileen's] share without deduction or offset of any kind made by [Gene] and/or his
agents, representatives and assigns, directly to [Eileen]. If [Eileen] and [Gene] agree
that an audit of such sources' books is required, they shall share the cost thereof." (JA
1039.)

Eileen contends this paragraph is "an express written waiver by Gene of the right to any offsets

or deductions from the profit participation income, including those allegedly justified by his pQst-divorce

services." (RB 47, original emphases.)ll' This is nonsense. Gene specifically agreed to give Eileen

an interest in "profit participation"--nQt a right to share in compensation for his post-divorce services.

All the evidence points to this conclusion, and the language of the divorce agreement does not suggest

otherwise. Even if the divorce agreement precluded deductions or offsets for Gene's voluntarily

rendered promotional activities in the 1970's, it does not follow it similarly precluded deductions or

offsets for Gene's services rendered pursuant to a specific contract (the 1986 Contract) with a third

party (Paramount). The trial court expressly found there was no "monkey business" in negotiating the

1986 Contract, no attempt to deprive Eileen of anything rightly due her; tying the right to receive

profits to Gene's services was a specific inducement for him to perform those services.

Furthermore, Eileen's interpretation of the "without deduction or offset" language is flatly

contradictedby the undisputed evidence explaining the origin of the provision. According to Maizlish,

he and Singer, Gene's accountant, were compensated in part for their past services with a percentage

'J1/ Tellingly, Eileen does not rely on her "canon of construction" here that waivers of community
property rights must be strictly construed against finding a waiver. Apparently when the shoe is on
Gene's foot, different rules apply.

In any event, "[t]he pivotal issue in a claim of waiver is the intention of the party who allegedly
relinquished the known legal right," and the party claiming waiver has the burden of proving that
intention by clear and convincing evidence. (DRBlBeverly Hills. Ltd. v. ChQpstix Dim Sum Cafe &
Takeout III. Ltd., supra, 30 Cal.App.4th at 60.) Eileen introduced nQ evidence of such intent-Jet alone
clear and convincing evidence. (Compare above, pp. 22-23.)
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interest in any eventual profits from "Star Trek." During negotiation of the divorce agreement, Eileen's

lawyer wanted to ensure that Eileen would receive her full share of any eventual net profits~

MaizIish and Singer took their cuts; thus he proposed language that no deduction or offset would be

made by Gene or his agents, representatives, or assigns, i.e., his lawyer and accountant (, 8(c), second

sentence). The only item thought possibly to require legal and accounting services in the future was

an audit--hence the parties agreed they would share that cost (, 8(c), third sentence). (RT 4714-4715,

1043-1044, 1146.)

To say that the "no 'deduction or offset''' provision meant that Gene intended to share his

earnings for post-divorce services with his ex-wife rather than retain them as his separate property, is

nothing short of absurd. The divorce agreement itself and the extrinsic evidence all demonstrate there

was no such "waiver."

2. "Subject to."

The last paragraph (15) of the divorce agreement provides:

"Subject to the provisions of this Stipulation and Order, all future income of each party is that

party's separate property." (JA 1041-1042; emphasis added.)

Straining credulity, Eileen contends the underlined phrase unambiguously means the parties

intended for Eileen to share in Gene's future income for post-divorce services if it was contractually

linked to profit participation, and deliberately intended to derogate the rule that income from post

divorce services is regarded to be the separate property of the spouse who earned it. (RB 47-48.)

This contention is absurd, and completely contrary to the undisputed evidence demonstrating the

parties intended that all post-divorce income would be separate property. Eileen's own attorney

declared in 1969 that the parties intended Eileen to participate in half the income from "Star Trek so

long as that income was earned on account of services already performed as distinguished from income

for services to be performed.... " and reiterated that Eileen's interest was in income "attributable to

past services." (JA 1072-1073.) In her respondent's brief Eileen fully embraces her attorney's

declaration; she states it has always been her position that she "was to participate in all income from

'Star Trek' except income for post-divorce services by Gene" and that she iSllQ! claiming money "Gene
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received for his post-divorce services on the continuing television exploitations." (RB 28-29.) Yet in

her cross-appeal, Eileen flipflops, explicitly claiming sums the trial court determined Gene received for

his post-divorce services on "TNG."

Further evidence that the parties did not intend Eileen to share in income generated by Gene's

post-divorce services came from Phil Singer, Gene's accountant, who was present during the

negotiations of the divorce agreement. Singer testified it was determined that Gene's future work,

creations and development were "to be all retained by Gene." (RT 1805.~f

The language of the divorce agreement and the extrinsic evidence clearly demonstrate that Eileen

was not intended to share in income from Gene's post-divorce employment.

B. The Evidence Overwhelmingly Supports The Trial Court's Ruling.

Even though defendants prevailed on this issue, we must disagree with Eileen's contention that

the substantial evidence rule applies. The law is clear that this Court must independently interpret the

divorce agreement. (Appleton v. Waessil, supra, 27 Cal.App.4th at 556.) In this section we respond

to Eileen's argument, demonstrating there is overwhelming evidence-far more than the minimal

substantial evidence--to support the trial court's ruling.

The ruling is supported by established community property principles prohibiting a person from

sharing in income attributable to a former spouse's post-divorce services (see ADB 37) and on the 1986

Contract, which provided that Norway's percentage of profits was reduced by 40 percent if Gene failed

to perform services for the first year of "TNG" or for any spin-off. (JA 1084.) The trial court

concluded "that 40 percent of the amounts labeled as profit participation is attributable to Gene

Roddenberry's services and that [Eileen] is not entitled to share in such payments as profits in that they

are payments for services, payments in which she has no interest." (JA 813, , 18.)

Eileen contends there is no substantial evidence that the 40 percent figure actually corresponded

to the value of Gene's services. (RB 48.) But this is just nonsense. Forty percent is the value the

33/ According to the testimony of Leonard Maizlish, the "subject to" qualification was not
intended to erase the rest of the sentence, but to refer to paragraph 13, which granted Eileen $1000
if any of the non-"Star Trek" properties listed in paragraph 10 were sold for more than $2000, and
to the alimony provision (, 3). (RT 1041-1042, 4936-4937.)
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parties to the 1986 Contract themselves placed on Gene's services. Paramount and Norway agreed,

after hard-fought negotiations, that profit participation would have two components-a higher one (35

percent) with Gene's services and a lower one (21 percent) without his services. (JA 813, 1 18; RT

4511-4513,4452-4453,4460.) Since Gene did perform services on "TNG," Norway receives the full

35 percent; since he did not perform services on "DS9," Norway receives 21 percent. (RT 3823.) As

Eileen's own expert was forced to conclude, it appeared to Paramount that "the presence and services

of Mr. Roddenberry ... represent[ed] that 14 percent difference in adjusted gross profit." (RT 3667.)

Since that 14 percent difference represents a 40 percent reduction in the payout to Norway, the evidence

plainly supports the 40 percent figure.

Eileen next contends "there was substantial evidence that the parties expected Gene to render

services which would generate 'Star Trek' profits in which Gene and Eileen would share egually" (RB

48)--as if the presence of~ evidence supporting her theory compelled its adoption. In any event,

the so-called evidence she points to does not advance her cause.

First, she claims "Maizlish testified that if there were going to be any 'Star Trek' profits in the

future, Gene would have to render services to help create them. (RT 928.)" (RB 48.) Once again,

Eileen's paraphrase misses the mark, since Maizlish was referring to paragraph lO's entire list of 66

titles of "literary properties, concepts reduced to writing, contracts, commitments and written

submissions." (RT 928 ["they certainly were ... worthless without somebody bringing them to light;

without somebody doing something with them, namely Gene Roddenberry"].) And even if Maizlish's

testimony could be interpreted to refer to "Star Trek," the comments could necessarily relate only to

the original series, not future series that did not exist and were the farthest thing from anyone's mind

in 1969.

Eileen's second piece of "substantial evidence" is the parties' rejection of language in anearlier

draft of paragraph 8(c), which stated in relevant part that Gene transferred to Eileen "a one-half interest

in all future income from 'STAR- TREK' to which plaintiff and/or defendant are entitled, excluding only

future income for future services." (JA 996; emphasis added.) The final draft eliminated the

underlined phrase and inserted the words "profit participation" after "future" because, as Maizlish

explained, the exclusion was too broad; it would have implied that Eileen was entitled to share in
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"royalties, rerun fees and the like," categories of income which the parties agreed Eileen was not

intended to share. (RT 1053-1054.) There was no evidence the phrase was dropped because the parties

changed their minds and decided to allot Eileen a share of Gene's future income for future services.

Lastly, Eileen notes that Gene was well compensated for the specific services he performed on

"TNG" without attributing 40 percent of the profits to his services. (RB 49.) Of course, that is a value

judgment which could only be made by the parties to the 1986 Contract. The fact is, Paramount agreed

to pay Gene specifically for his tireless efforts in creating and producing "TNG" and also tied his

receipt of a portion of the profits and advances to the actual performance of such services. Given the

success of "TNG," for all the participants, it would be foolish to second-guess this judgment.

C. The Equities Are On Gene's Side, Not Eileen's.

Eileen saves her most audacious point for last. She argues it would be "grossly inequitable"

to deduct from her share of profit participation and advances on "TNG" and "DS9" an amount tied to

Gene's services because Norway has already received so much. (RB 49.) This is the height of

overreaching. It was Gene who, at age 65--17 years after his and Eileen's marriage officially ended-

created "TNG," wrote the all-important "bible," and put in 10-16 hour days during the crucial first year

writing scripts, assembling personnel, supervising casting, costumes and set design, and keeping up

morale through rough times-the very services that secured Norway's right to an additional 40 percent

of the profits. (AOB 15-16.) In contrast. Eileen did nothing to generate a penny's worth of income

on "TNG."

What is grossly inequitable is depriving Gene's estate of the benefit of his work. Gene had

every right to believe that the financial benefits accruing from his massive and ultimately successful

efforts on "TNG" would inure to him, his children and Majel, his wife of 21 years -not the woman he

divorced decades earlier. The equities lie with Gene.
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CONCLUSION

For these reasons, defendants urge this Court to reverse the judgment ordering that (1) Eileen

is entitled to receive profit participation income from "TNG," "DS9," and two television specials ("The

Cage Retrospective" and "The 25th Anniversary Special"), (2) Eileen's share of profit participation is

to be based on the 1986 Contract (35 percent of adjusted gross) rather than the 1969 divorce agreement

(26-2/3 percent of net), (3) "no services" fees, "advances against profits," and "legal/administrative"

fees are considered profit participation, and (4) interest is calculated at ten percent. Defendants also

request the Court to reverse the punitive damage judgment.

Defendants further urge the Court to affirm that portion of the judgment ordering that Eileen

has no interest in and no right to receive income from (1) any other "Star Trek" exploitation, including

animations, motion pictures, merchandise, music, "The Cage" videocassette or "Leonard Nimoy's Star

Trek Memories," or from (2) those portions of profit participation and advances against profits

attributable to Gene's post-divorce services on "TNG," "The Cage Retrospective," and "The 25th

Anniversary Special."

Dated: September 18, 1995

Respectfully submitted,
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